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A bstract
As blood vessel imaging techniques facilitate the fundamental understanding in 
vascular performance diagnosis and biomedical research improvement, we aimed 
to visualize and understand the blood vessels dynamics under human skin and 
their underlying mechanisms in real time. In this study, a noninvasive imag­
ing system was selected to provide an investigation of the real time oscillation 
of blood vessels in vivo, using Spectral Radar Optical Coherence Tomography 
(SROCT). This main goal was achieved by evaluating the precision and confi­
dence in recorded data by using a phantom made of Intralipid (IL) to mimic the 
physical properties of the skin. Then, we successfully managed to visualize for 
the first time the vasomotion under human skin using MatLab Image Processing 
Toolbox. After that, we explored mathematically the cyclic variations of the vas­
cular area obtained from the images for a cohort of six participants. The Fourier 
and wavelet transforms were applied to identify the characteristic frequencies re­
lated to the oscillations in vascular cross sectional area. Finally, we investigated 
dynamical aspects of vasomotion, in response to tem perature change, by using a 
Melcor Thermoelectric Temperature Controller (MTTC) to produce local heating 
in conjunction with Spectral Radar Optical Coherence Tomography (SROCT).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 M otiva tion
Studying biomedical applications of advanced technologies has attracted active 
research in recent decades. Imaging techniques facilitate the fundamental un­
derstanding of disease by medical professionals and allow ongoing developments 
and improvements in biomedical research. In particular, imaging blood vessels 
under skin and visualization of their functional changes has potential to become a 
very powerful tool for vascular performance diagnosing and biomedical research. 
Therefore, the main long term goal of this work was to visualize and to study 
in vivo the oscillations of the diameter of the smallest vessels in real time under 
human skin.
The initial objective of this work was selecting of a non-invasive imaging method 
tha t can provide suitable resolution images with a suitable depth to achieve the 
main motivation of this work. For this particular goal, Optical Coherence To­
mography (OCT) is an instrument tha t was selected and worked on during this 
research program. After that, the aim was to evaluate the precision and confi­
dence intervals within which the recording can be made by OCT. This essential 
objective was made by measurements on a phantom which mimics the proper­
1
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ties of the skin. The next goal was to detect the vessel in the image obtained 
by OCT and create a sequence of its contours. This included creating a video 
of blood vessel motion and identification of the changing vessel cross-sectional 
area as a function of time. In addition, we specifically propose to investigate 
the vasomotion under human skin by plotting the changing area of the vessel as 
a function of time and then analyze mathematically the time series of the data 
collection by using Fourier transform and wavelet transform function. Finally, 
the last objective of this work was to study the influence of external heat applied 
locally to the human skin and identify changes in vascular diameter using OCT. 
The achievement of this goal is very im portant for advancing biomedical research, 
the selection of the most appropriate treatm ent, early detection of some diseases 
related to the vascular function and thus improving the clinical outcome.
1.2 S tru ctu re o f th e  th esis
This thesis will explore the implications of the real time oscillation of blood ves­
sels under human skin in-vivo by using Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) 
imaging. We will start by considering the physiology of human skin and present­
ing an overview of the human skin functions and structures, then we will highlight 
a brief information on the vasomotion under skin. Furthermore, we will study 
some of the skin optical properties in order to understand the effect of light used 
in an imaging procedure to the human skin where this light was applied. At the 
end of the first chapter, we will present some of the current imaging techniques 
of blood vessels and make a brief comparison between several of them to figure 
out the advantage of Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) which led us to pick 
it among the others.
I will then go on in the next chapter to introduce OCT and outline its main 
characteristic and some of its applications, and then move on to the principles of
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operation of the system. Moreover, I will rough out the different versions of OCT 
and make a brief comparison of these versions. Then, I will describe the exper­
imental set-up of the Spectral Radar Optical Coherence Tomography (SROCT) 
which has been used in our research. Finally, by the end of this chapter, I will 
summarize generally the theory of OCT and then move on to focus on the theory 
of SROCT and then summarize the Optical Detecting Sensitivity of OCT which 
is very important for analyzing the collected data.
In the third chapter, I will introduce the phantom which mimics human skin 
and explain the experimental results which were obtained from the phantom to 
evaluate the precision of the instrument and the way of measurement. First, I will 
start by making a description of our phantom components and the experimental 
set-up. Then I will move on to show some of my results by phantom as following:
1. Several phantom images with different layers which simulate vessels.
2. Evaluating the accuracy of the selected system by presenting and discussing 
results of measurements on several subjects.
3. Studying changes of the intensity with depth.
4. Finding out the depth correction factor of the intensity for defined images.
5. Detecting a contour around artificial vessel and then calculating the area 
of the contour.
6. Investigation of the instrumental noise level in long time series.
7. Reconstructing the three-dimensional images of the phantom.
In the final section of this chapter, I will summarize the conclusions based on all 
the results from imaging human skin vessels in vivo as well as using the phantom.
In chapter 4, I will start by introducing briefly the experimental set-up for mea­
surements on human skin. Then, I will move on to apply previously elaborated
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experimental steps with the phantom on measurement of human skin and the 
results will be presented in this chapter as coming:
1. Several human skin images will be presented to show the vessels of different 
size recorded at different depths non-invasively and in vivo.
2. Studying the changing intensity with depth for human skin images
3. Calculating the correction factor of intensity and comparing the results with 
those obtained from the phantom.
4. Plotting several images in a sequence to visualize the changing of the vessels 
with time.
5. Displaying several plotted contours of vessels taken over time to illustrate 
oscillation of cross section area.
6. Analyzing the vasomotion under human skin by studying the changing area 
of the contour with time.
7. Examining the time series obtained from the imaged cross sectional area 
of selected vessels to investigate the frequency of vasomotion using Fourier 
and wavelet transforms.
8. Detecting the instrumental noise level from the real vessel oscillations by 
using Fourier and wavelet transform.
9. Reforming the three-dimensional images of human skin to investigate the 
blood vessels layers under skin.
In the final section, I will conclude this chapter by outlining all the results that 
were obtained from human skin.
In chapter 5, the effect of heating on blood vessels oscillation will be presented. 
By applying an external heating system on human skin for a period of time , I
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will examine how the dynamics of blood vessels changes following local skin heat­
ing. Subsequently, I will carefully analyze the data collected relying on previously 
researched steps in this point to figure out the effective action of the vessel oscil­
lation and the remodeling of frequencies components by using wavelet analysis. 
Then, I will close this chapter by providing conclusions and remarks about this 
external effect on human vasomotion.
In the last chapter, the main obtained results and achievements of this work will 
be summarized and the overall conclusions will be drawn. In addition, several 
possible improvements and suggestions will be discussed for any further work in 
this field.
1.3 P h ysio lo g y  o f th e  skin
The cardiovascular system is one of the most important systems in the body. It 
serves to provide rapid transport of nutrients around the body and rapid removal 
of waste products. It is made from heart, lungs and blood vessels. Blood vessels 
play a vital role in cardiovascular system by networking all the organs and tissues 
in the human body. The total length of the blood vessels in the circulatory system 
is about 97,000 kilometers for a child and could reach 161,000 kilometers long for 
an adult. This length would circle the earth four times if the blood vessels of an 
adult were lined up end to end [1]. Moreover, the typical diameter of these vessels 
varies between 5 and 10 /mi for the smallest capillaries [2] and 2 to 3 cm for the 
biggest arteries [3]. These blood vessels have the ability to expand and contract 
to help control the flow of blood. There are several types of blood vessels which 
are [4], [5] :
• The arteries are elastic muscular tubes that carry the blood with nutrients 
from the left ventricle of the heart to all organs and human tissues. They 
diverge to smaller and smaller vessels as they move away from the heart.
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Figure 1.1: (a) A schematic diagram of human circulatory system [6], (b) the 
diagram of the blood vessel distribution under human skin [7]
• T h e  veins merge and converge into successively larger blood vessels as 
they move towards the heart and the venules are the smallest veins which 
connect with the capillaries to carry exchanged blood and return it to the 
heart.
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•  T he capillaries are the smallest and most im portant working unit in the 
blood vessels tha t connect the arterioles to the venules. There are about 
40,000 to 100,000 kilometers of capillaries which enable the actual exchange 
of nutrients and other substances, like oxygen and carbon dioxide, between 
the blood and the tissues.
• T he lym phatic vessels act as a reservoir for plasma and other substances 
including cells that leaked from the vascular system, and transport lymph 
fluid back from the tissues to the circulatory system.
Mainly, there are about 3 meters of blood vessels, around 11 kilometers of nerves 
and about 1300 nerve ending in one square centimeter of the largest organ of the 
human body which is the skin [8]. These vessels supply the skin that wraps all 
the human body with nutrients and oxygen to help it regularly do all its functions 
to maintain good health. In order to study and investigate the images of vessels 
under human skin, one must first understand the functions and the structure of 
the skin which will be explained in the next two sections.
1.3.1 Functions o f th e  skin
Skin has an essential function for the human body which puts it as one of the 
top organs as to the importance of their functions. It permits a stable internal 
environment, not just holding the body together but to perform a lot of vital func­
tions. The following are some of the important functions that skin can perform 
[9], [10]:
1. C om m unication and sensation: Skin plays a vital role of communica­
tion between our body and outside environment. As skin contains a 
variety of nerve endings, it provides a great deal of information by 
the sense of touch which helps knowing more about outside environ­
ment through recognizing heat, cold, pressure, pain, tissue injury, and 
emotional sensations. In addition, it helps to feel vibration, and any
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intense sensation of itching. Under physical state, skin gives aesthetic 
appearance, sexual attraction, and low level of bacterial decomposi­
tion. Finally, by emotional state, it provides facial expressions, goose 
bumps and color.
2. Protection: Skin protects internal organs from environmental dangers. By
immunological function, skin protects the body against microbial a t­
tack or any kind of infections. Moreover, it saves the body against 
allergic reaction. Skin is a defence part for human body from mechan­
ical damage, bacteria, fungi and virus; also, protecting from excessive 
radiation.
3. Tem perature regulation: As the core body tem perature needs to be
maintained for normal physiological activities, skin is the main con­
troller to regulate the thermodynamics of the human system by giving 
off heat in hot weather or conserving heat in cold weather. Even under 
extreme conditions of high tem perature and exercise, skin keeps body 
tem perature normal.
4. M aintaining fluid balance: The skin provides a relatively dry and semi-
impermeable barrier to fluid loss by controlling evaporation. In ad­
dition, it permeates an excess water by absorbing it from adherent 
keratinocytes and sebum. Also, skin excretes to maintain fluid bal­
ance by disposing of waste products and salt in sweat.
5. M etabolic function: Skin acts as a means of synthesis of vitamin D by ac­
tion of Ultraviolet (UV) radiation on certain parts of the skin. Further­
more, it gives structure to proteins, glycan, lipids, signalling molecules. 
Moreover, it provides a storage of several substances such as: elec­
trolytes, water, vitamins, carbohydrates, and protein. In addition, 
skin plays an important role for wound healing by secreting fibronectin 
and other components required for restoration.
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6. W ater resistance: Skin mainly acts as a resistant barrier impermeable to
water so the important nutrients are not washed out of the body.
7. Excretion: Skin excretes waste products and excess salt from the body by
insensible sweating; also, more pronounced water loss through sweating 
occurs as tem perature regulation function.
8. M edicine transportation: Skin is one of the most important sites of
medicine transportation among many human body organs. Medicine 
can be administered through the skin by ointments or by means of 
adhesive patch or by iontophoresis.
1.3.2 Structure o f hum an skin
The skin is a complex tissue system which covers all human body and comprises 
about one sixth of total body weight with approximate area between 1.5-2 square 
meters [11]. It is built up from several thin sheets of layers, stacked cells in which 
there are nerves, blood vessels, hair follicles, glands, and sensory receptors. The 
skin is supplied with nutrients and oxygen via the blood vessel system to help 
regulate all skin functions and support blood pressure regulation. There are 
three vital skin layers of human body and each of them has one or more essential 
functions [12], [13]:
Epiderm is is the first outer layers of human skin which is nearly free from 
the blood vessels and is formed from several sheets where cells are formed 
through mitosis at the innermost layers. The main skin cells that make 
up the epidermis are called the keratinocytes, and these cells produce a 
tough protein called keratin which forms nails and hairs; Also, it makes 
skin waterproof. Generally, the epidermis is nourished by the diffusion 
from blood capillaries that extend to the upper layers of the dermis. The 
thickness of this layer varies from one part of the body to another at the 
same person; also, it is different from one human to another dependent on
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age. the type of human job and where this human lives in the world and the 
range of this thickness is between 0.12 mm to around 0.17 mm over most 
surfaces of the body, but may reach a thickness of 0.8 mm on the palms 
of the hands and up to 1.4 mm on the soles of the feet. This layer of the 
skin has the main function to serve as a barrier to protect the body from 













Figure 1.2: (a) The diagram of human skin structure [14] and (b) the structure 
of the blood vessels [15]
D erm is  is the second layer of the skin which is tightly connected to the epidermis 
by a basement membrane and it is a thick layer which varies from 0.1 mm to 
1 mm. It contains the hair follicles, sweat glands, sebaceous glands, apoc­
rine glands, lymphatic vessels and blood vessels which provide nourishment 
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the dermis is the papillary layer, which contains the micro-vessels supplying 
the epidermis. In addition, the sheets of dermis give the skin its strength, 
and maintain its elasticity also they supply nutrients to the different layers 
of the skin. It harbors many nerve endings th a t provide a sensation to the 
body. In fact, normal people’s epidermis and dermis usually do not exceed 
1 — 2 mm in depth together and their depths vary depending on each spe­
cific position in the body. The diameter of blood vessels is between 10 to 
35 fim near the surface and reaches 40 to 50/im at the bottom  of the dermis.
Subcutis or hypoderm is is the lowest layer of human skin which lies between 
the dermis and the soft tissue components. Subcutis attaches the skin to 
muscle and bone underneath as well as supplying it with blood vessels. 
This layer is very essential because it provides the skin a free movement 
over the underlying muscle without a tension on the skin. The subcutis 
contains half of the body’s fat which serves the skin as padding and in­
sulation for the body; also, this layer has several types of cells such as 
fibroblasts, macrophages and adipocytes.
1.3.3 V asom otion
Vasomotion is spontaneous rhythmic variation in vessel diameter responsible for 
microcirculatory blood flow oscillation into an organ [16], [17]. It consists of 
cyclic diameter variations of muscular arteries or arterioles that are not a conse­
quence of heart beat, respiration, or neuronal input, but result from substances 
oscillation in the vessel [18]. This oscillation consists of rhythmic oscillations in 
micro-vessel diameter and is responsible for local changes in contraction and re­
laxation of smooth muscle cells which are present in muscular vessel walls [19]. 
The functional and structural characteristics of the blood vessels change with 
successive branching. However, there is one structural component in common 
in the entire cardiovascular system. This is a smooth single-celled layer of en­
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dothelial cells or endothelium, which lines the inner surface of the vessels [21]. All 
other vessels have additional layers of connective tissue and smooth muscle except 
capillaries does not consist these layers. The figure (1.3) presents the structure 
and the functions of the two main components in the entire blood vessels which 
have an essential role for controlling the vasomotion. These two elements are the 
endothelial cells and vascular smooth muscle [22]:
• endothelial cells or endothelium : The endothelium is the thin layer 
of cells tha t are in close contact with each other and lie in the inner walls 
of blood vessels, which form the interface between the blood and the ves­
sel wall. The vascular endothelium constitutes approximately 1% of body 
mass and has surface area of approximately 5000 m2. A single layer of 
endothelial cells (ECs) consisting of 1 to 6 x 1013 cells, covers an area of 
approximately 1 - 7 m2 [23]. These cells play a vital role in the mechanics 
of blood flow, the regulation of coagulation, and vascular smooth muscle 
cell growth, and they also serve as a barrier to the vascular diffusion of liq­
uids and solutes. They are unique multi-functional cells with critical basal 
and inducible metabolic and synthetic functions. The endothelial cell re­
acts with physical and chemical stimuli within the circulation and regulates 
hemostasis, vasomotion tone, and immune and inflammatory responses [24]. 
It forms an interface between circulating blood or lymph in the lumen and 
the rest of the vessel wall. Also, it assists the calcium (Ca+2) release from 
intracellular stores synchronized by a calcium-dependent chloride current to 
account for vasomotion in arterioles. Furthermore, it produces an impor­
tan t nitric oxide (NO) factor which causes a relaxation of vascular smooth 
muscle. This factor was originally named endothelium-derived relaxing fac­
tor (EDRF) and it is released continuously by endothelium in the arterioles 
and contributes to arteriolar vasodilation in the basal state. Also, it releases 
other vasodilatory factors such as prostacyclin (PGI2) and vasoconstrictors 
such as endothelin-1 (ET-1) [25].
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• Vascular sm ooth  muscle: Vascular smooth muscle is the particular kind 
of smooth muscle which are found within and compose the majority of the 
wall of large blood vessels. Vascular smooth muscle plays a vital role of a 
mechanism that is responsible for the redistribution of the blood within the 
body to areas where it is needed by contracting or relaxing. By this per­
formance, they provide adequate oxygenation to tissues and remove waste. 
Moreover, they alter the luminal diameter, which enables blood vessels to 
maintain an appropriate blood pressure and provide adequate oxygenation 
to tissues.
Vascular smooth muscle cells are the stromal cells of the vascular wall, 
which are arranged as circular layers around the larger vessels and in a 
single layer around arterioles. They provide active tension in the vessel 
wall and regulate the diameter of the vessels. In many vessels, they act 
as pacemakers and excite neighboring cells, thus providing background ten­
sion and the myogenic basal tone. In addition, they are continually exposed 
to mechanical signals and biochemical components generated in the blood 
compartment. Moreover, they are involved in all the physiological functions 
and the pathological changes taking place in the vascular wall. In fact, the 
property of this muscle is similar to that of the heart, but the contrac­
tile characteristics and the mechanisms that cause contraction of vascular 
smooth muscle are very different from those for cardiac muscle. Vascular 
smooth cells undergo slow, sustained, tonic contractions, wrhereas cardiac 
muscle contractions are rapid and of relatively short duration (a few hun­
dred milliseconds). Contraction in vascular smooth cells can be initiated 
by mechanical, electrical, or chemical stimuli. Passive stretching of vascu­
lar smooth muscle can cause contraction that originates from the smooth 
muscle itself and is therefore termed a myogenic response. Electrical de­
polarization of the vascular muscle cell membrane also elicits contraction,
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Figure 1.3: Release of relaxing and contracting factors from endothelial cells 
and their effects on vascular smooth muscles. The essential endothelial-derived 
substances are: AC =  adenylyl cyclase; ACE =  angiotensin converting en­
zyme; ATP =  adenosine triphosphate; A1 =  angiotensin I; A l l  =angiotensin II; 
cAMP — cyclic adenosine monophosphate; cGMP =  cyclic guanosine monophos­
phate; COX =cyclo-oxygenase; ECE =  endothelin converting enzyme; EDHE =  
endothelium-derived hyperpolarising factor; eNOS =  endothelial nitric oxide syn­
thase; ET-1 =  endothelin-1; GTP =  guanosine triphosphate; NO= nitric oxide;0 
=  superoxide anions; PGI2 =  prostacyclin; sGC =  soluble guanylyl cyclase
most likely by opening voltage dependent calcium channels and causing an 
increase in the intracellular concentration of calcium. Finally, a number 
of chemical stimuli such as norepinephrine, angiotensin II, vasopressin, can 
cause contraction of vascular smooth muscle cells. Each of these substances 
bind to specific receptors on the vascular smooth muscle cell or to receptors 
on the endothelium, which then leads to contraction [26].
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As shown in the figure (1.3), various blood borne substances tha t come in contact 
with vascular endothelial cells (EC) cause the production and release of endothe­
lial factors tha t elicit contraction or relaxation of vascular smooth muscle. These 
endothelial factors modulate the effects of norepinephrine (NE) released by sym­
pathetic nerves, and the effects of tissue metabolites and humoral factors [27].
1.3.4 O ptical properties o f the skin
As the skin is the interface between human body and optical environment, un­
derstanding the propagation of light in skin tissue is fundamentally important 
for many clinical applications including the determination of light distribution 
in different therapies; monitoring skin blood oxygenation, melanin concentration, 
and water concentration; and improving noninvasive optical measurements of tis­
sue. The randomly inhomogeneous distribution of blood, collagen and various 
chromophores and pigments in skin produce variations of the average optical 
properties of the skin layers. The inherent optical properties of the skin layers 
are determined as the manner in which the skin reflects and transmits light of 
different colors, or wavelengths [28]. Each of these layers has different inherent 
optical properties, primarily due to differences in the concentration of melanin, 
blood, collagen and keratin between them [29]. The inherent optical properties 
of a particular layer can be represented by a set of non-dimensional numbers: 
the optical depth, the single scattering albedo and the normalized volume scat­
tering function which all depend on wavelength [30]. Therefore, the skin can be 
described as an optically inhomogeneous material which interacts with light pro­
ducing a reflection, scattering and absorption tha t may affect the nature of these 
interactions [31].
• R eflection of skin
The reflection property of human skin depends on the structure of its com­
ponents. The reflective behavior of the skin layers is represented usually 
as a function of the wavelength of the source at each layer. As the upper-
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most level skin is covered with dead cells, the surface of the skin can be 
approximated to a surface with no regular reflection. The regular refractive 
index of other layers is approximated from a mixture of the reflective index 
of water and protein. As the protein has a reflective index value over the 
wavelength range between 600 nm to 2000 nm, The reflection index can be 
calculated from this equation [32]:
nskin =  0.7(A — BX +  CX2 -  DX3 +  EX4 -  FA5) +  0.3 x 1.5, (1.1)
where 1.5 is the refractive index value of the protein, A is the wavelength in 
nanometers, values A to F were obtained by fitting value of reflective index 
for water to a 5th order polynomial as follow, A=1.58, B = 8 .45x l0 -4 nm-1 , 
C = 1 .10x l0 -6 nm "2,
D =7.19xlO -10 nm-3 , E = 2 .32x l0 -13 nm-4 , F = 2 .9 8 x l0 -17 nm -5 .
•  A bsorbers in skin
Skin has three primary absorbers of the light contents which are blood, 
melanin, and keratin. Since the blood vessels and capillaries are found only 
below the epidermis, the blood absorption of the light is very low near the 
surface of the skin. Furthermore, the melanin concentration affects the 
skin reflectance strongly at all wavelengths and its absorbance depends on 
the relative difference between the optical properties of melanin and its 
surroundings. Moreover, keratin has significant absorption and scattering 
properties to the light depending on the range of the wavelength of the 
source. Generally, the main absorption of photons by blood is at wave­
lengths smaller than 600 nm; otherwise, it is very low and this wavelength 
reliance of the absorption is the main cause of the red color of blood. Over 
all, there is large variability of the regular epidermal absorbers, both with 
respects to amount and distribution. This variability also happens because 
of dynamic feedback mechanisms, such as: thickening of the keratin-rich
sk
in
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' E p id erm is
C a p illa ry
A d ip o c y te s
n skin = the refractive index of the skin
= incoming beam 
r= reflected beam 
s= scatter beam 
a= absorption beam 
t= transmitted beam
M e la n o c y te s
D erm is
H y p o d erm is
t is s u e
Figure 1.4: A sketch of human skin and the optical properties of the skin layers, 
where I, Ir,Ia, C and It are an incoming , a reflected, an absorbtion , a scattering 
and a transm itted beams into the skin.
stratum  corneum, and increase of blood content below the epidermis. [33].
• S c a tte re r  in  skin
Skin without blood and melanin appears diffusely white due to the inho­
mogeneous distribution of micro and nano-scopic particles and fibers with 
variable refractive index in the skin. A photon entering the skin will be 
scattered around by these particles as the ball by the pins in a pinball ma­
chine and can, therefore, be reflected from the skin in any direction with
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almost equal probability. This multiple scattering gives the skin its diffuse 
appearance. The scattering particles in the skin consist of either lipids or 
proteins embedded in the fluids in and between skin cells which mainly 
consist of water. The lipid scatterers are found in the stratum  corneum, in 
the cell membranes, and in the intracellular particles. The primary protein 
scatterers in skin are keratins and melanins in the epidermis, and collagen 
and elastin fibers in the dermis [34],
1.4 C urrent im aging tech n iq u es for sk in ’s vessel
In recent decades, technological advances in imaging of the body have been phe­
nomenal. Microcirculatory imaging facilitates the fundamental study of many 
major diseases and may provide a potential early perspective on the origin and 
progression of several diseases [35]. Non-invasive imaging is an increasingly impor­
tan t modality in vascular performance diagnosing, being a valuable and powerful 
tool for medical personnel and research development. However, existing tech­
niques generally require invasive procedures or exogenous contrast agents, which 
perturb the intrinsic physiology of the microcirculation. Therefore, we report 
here on several general techniques of imaging which are available for imaging the 
vessels and then compare generally between them to select the technique suit­
able to achieve the main motivation in this research. There are several general 
techniques of imaging that can be mentioned; however, we will focus only on the 
techniques which are used for imaging vessels.
• X -rays
X-ray photographic imaging is a technique of major importance in medical 
diagnosis. Any investigation by this technique relies on assessing approxi­
mately radiographs from different angles or by screening the subject as the 
X-ray moves around them [36]. This technique is used to visualize the ves­
sels on human skin and to generate an image of the cardiovascular system,
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including the arteries and veins and to determine if there is any damage or 
blockage of the vessel by injecting an iodinated contrast material into the 
blood vessels and then focusing on X-rays imaging within this area. How­
ever, X-ray imaging has limitations because it does not provide any clue 
to depth from a single image; or to the shape, site, and size. In addition, 
it provides resolution around sub millimeters which makes the imaging of 
micrometer sized vessels not clear enough to identify them. Furthermore, 
it has a health risk as it increases the risk of developmental problems and 
cancer in those exposed [37].
•  C om puted  Tom ography (C T Scan)
Computed tomography (CT Scan) is one of the greatest advances in imaging 
techniques which help in detecting any human problem without resorting 
to exploratory surgery. CT is worked by surrounding the body with multi­
ple detectors to record the strength of the exiting X-rays. This technique 
allows precise localization of lesions such as blood clots or tumors and other 
abnormalities in almost any part of the body at sub-millimeters depth res­
olution and for few seconds. Three dimensional reconstructed images can 
be created to demonstrate specific organs by using complicated software. 
The advanced technique of CT has more recently become useful for cardiac 
imaging, identification of coronary artery calcification and providing greatly 
improved anatomical definition of organs and blood vessels [38]. However, 
it has nearly the same disadvantages as X-rays imaging for our aim.
• M agnetic resonance im aging (M R I scan)
MRI provides a hazard-free, non-invasive way of generating images by ap­
plying harmless radio waves to the patient after placing within a magnetic 
coil. The protons which are excited form the nuclei of hydrogen and give 
off measurable electric energy which with the aid of computation create an 
image [39]. MRI is the most expensive technique, which gives outstanding 
definition especially in the brain and the skeletal system, as well as most
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other organs, tissues and blood vessels, and provides several millimeters res­
olution in depth and takes several minutes to obtain the image. Moreover, 
MRI does not use ionizing radiation and in certain cases can provide infor­
mation as a functional imaging on any part; but the imaged body should be 
injected with some substances [40]. Also, as in CT, three-dimensional re­
constructed images can be created to demonstrate specific organs. However, 
it is an expensive research tool; is not easy to use and requires experienced 
operators; at the present time it has limited prognostic value at least in 
terms of the microcirculation.
•  U ltrasound scans (U ltrasonography)
Many pioneers worldwide contributed to this new technology, the growth 
of its medical applications, and its involvement with manufacturers, lead­
ing to its present sophistication. Ultrasound scanning is quick, relatively 
inexpensive, and non-ionizing, with no known biological hazard when used 
within the diagnostic range of frequency. Therefore, it is a prime diagnos­
tic method in obstetrics, monitoring pregnancy, imaging fetal development, 
and the newborn brain. Photoacoustic Imaging is one of the applications 
of Ultrasound scanning, which delivers non-ionizing light into biological tis­
sues and can provide a sub-millimeter high resolution in real time images 
with suitable depth [41]. However, this sub-millimeter resolution makes it 
difficult to visualize small vessels near the human skin surface which we 
propose to investigate in this research.
• O ptical techniques
In functional imaging, optical imaging is highly desirable because of the 
strong correlation between optical absorption and hemoglobin concentra­
tion and/or oxygenation [42]. The choice of optical method with a near 
infra red (IR) broadband source is ideal for most biological samples due 
to the low scattering losses associated with IR radiation. Confocal mi­
croscopy and two-photon microscopy, are noninvasive but possess a limited
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depth sectioning capability due to the strong optical scattering in biolog­
ical tissues, which makes them have a difficulty in detecting microvessels 
without exogenous fluorescent agents, which, are still facing challenges in 
clinical applications [43], [44]. In addition, Orthogonal Polarization Spec­
tral (OPS) imaging is another optical technique which permits noninvasive 
microvascular imaging without the use of fluorescent dyes, paving its way 
to the bedside. However, OPS provides no depth information and lacks 
the measurement consistency required for longitudinal studies [45]. Optical 
Coherence Tomography (OCT) is another optical imaging technique which 
provides suitable resolution images in real time for small vessels tha t lies 
under human skin, which leads the main motivation of this research to be 
achieved.
In particular, Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive imag­
ing which has become a prominent biomedical tissue-imaging technique 
which is used for ophthalmic applications and other tissue imaging requiring 
micrometer resolution and millimeter penetration depth [46]. It is relatively 
free from operator bias and uses a non-contact device which can be used for 
continuous measurements. It generates two and three dimensional images 
which will help in identifying the small vessel layers under skin. However, 
clinical intervention trials are presently lacking, which are required to con­
firm its prognostic value; also, as large amounts of data are collected, the 
computational times can be quite long. In general, the images obtained 
by OCT depend on the type of sample as well as the design of the system. 
Therefore, there are several approaches to OCT imaging systems and the se­
lection of a particular system relies on the specific application requirements. 
For multilayered biological tissue (skin, brain, gastro-intestinal tract, etc.), 
the 900 to 1400 nm range is appropriate, since longer wavelengths typically 
provide better penetration depth [47].
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Established clinical imaging modalities such as computed tomography (CT), mag­
netic resonance imaging (MRI) lack the resolution needed for microvascular imag­
ing [48]. Even with iodine contrast, X-ray imaging cannot image single capillar­
ies. Thus, only Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) allows quantification of 
vessel count, diameter, length, density, permeability, and microcirculatory func­
tion. The fundamental difference between OCT and X-ray and MRI is tha t OCT 
can provide non-invasive, non-ionizing diagnostic imaging which is important for 
our motivation in this thesis. Moreover, Photoacoustic imaging has 2-3 orders 
of magnitude weaker scattering than optical waves in biological tissues. These 
properties help Photoacoustic imaging provide more possible depth penetration 
than  OCT does. However, visualizing the oscillation of vessels in real time is not 
possible due to the slowness of recording the data. In addition, the resolution of 
the image is within sub-millimeters and is hardly capable of detecting very small 
vessels and capillaries under human skin [49].
OCT X-Ray CT MRI Ultrasound
Resolution micron sub mm sub mm mm sub mm
Speed Real time Real time Seconds Minutes sub seconds
Cost Low Low Medium High Low
Ionizing No Yes Yes No No
The view 3D 2D 3D 3D 3D
Table 1.1: A Comparison of modality parameters for several imaging techniques 
[50]
As the table (1.1) highlighted a comparison of the parameters for several se­
lected imaging techniques in modality, we can notice tha t Optical Coherence 
Tomography is the most suitable technique to accommodate our special imaging 
requirements by providing a non-invasive measurement for small vessel in vivo in
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order to achieve the aim of this research for visualizing the blood vessel oscilla­
tion under human skin in real time. The specific advantages of OCT compared 
to alternative optical techniques are depth resolution which is independent of 
the sample beam aperture. Another advantage of OCT is the coherence gate 
which can substantially improve the probing depth in scattering. In addition, 
there are several advantages of OCT over non optical imaging modalities which 
are a high depth and transverse resolution, freedom of contact and non invasive 
operation, and function-dependent image contrast. Spectral Radar OCT is one 
of the OCT techniques which can be applied to a wide range of biological and 
industrial imaging applications. Cross-sectional and 3D images of samples rang­
ing from the human in vivo to laminated packaging films or mechanical parts can 
be obtained in real time, making this system ideal for many clinical and indus­
trial applications. The Standard (930nm) spectral radar system yields a typical 
imaging depth of ~1.6mm and an axial resolution of 6.2//m [51]. Overall, this 
multi-purpose system provides a balanced optimization of both resolution and 
measurement depth to visualize the vessels under human skin and to investigate 
their oscillation.
In simple terms, as non-invasive imaging techniques become the norm for study­
ing many major diseases, some of these current techniques have been generally 
presented to select the most suitable technique to achieve the motivation of this 
thesis. The comparison between several imaging techniques was widely made, 
and it has led to the conclusion that SROCT is the most suitable non-invasive 
system for visualizing vasomotion under human skin in real time, which guides 
this work to achieve the main goal of this research.
Chapter 2
O ptical Coherence Tom ography
2.1 In trod u ction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a fundamentally new type of non-invasive 
optical imaging modality in biomedical optics and medicine which employs non­
ionizing optical radiation. OCT. a low-coherence interferometry technique, is 
well developed for a high resolution ranging and characterization of optoelec­
tronic components. It performers a cross section tomographic imaging of the 
internal microstructure in material and biological tissue by measuring backscat- 
tered light [52]. It typically employs near-infrared light which can achieve image 
resolutions between 1- 15 jim, and can achieve several millimeter penetration in 
depth by attenuation from optical scattering [53]. By now OCT has found its 
place as a widely accepted imaging technique, especially in ophthalmology, other 
biomedical applications and art conservation that require micrometer resolution 
and millimeter penetration depth [54]. It is a powerful imaging technology in 
medicine because it performs ’Optical Biopsy’, in real time and in vivo visualiza­
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These new techniques of OCT achieve dramatic advances in imaging speed which 
enable three dimensional imaging by adding low coherence interferometry lateral 
scanning to allow depth resolved acquisition from the volume of the biological 
material. In addition, tissue microstructure can now be visualized and rendered 
using methods similar to some other techniques, but with micron scale resolution
[56].
2.2 M ain  ch aracteristic  o f O C T
There are several characteristics of OCT which make it one of most important 
imaging techniques available these days for medical and research improvement
[57]:
1. A non-invasive imaging technique which provides information in real time 
for in vivo samples.
2. The interferometric technique provides high dynamic range and sensitivity 
more than 100 dB.
3. The high depth resolution is one of the main driving forces behind OCT 
development.
4. As multiple scattered events lose the phase information, and a strict phase 
relationship is required between the interfering waves, the maximum pen­
etration depth in OCT is the depth from which single scattered photons 
still originate which is between 1.5 mm to 2 mm in skin depending on the 
wavelengths of the source.
5. As the main constituents of the tissue, water, pigments, etc. exhibit low 
absorption for the infrared light, OCT uses wavelengths within the band 
600 nm to 2000 nm [58].
6. The weak signal in the object arm, backscattered or transm itted through 
the tissue, is amplified by the strong signal in the reference arm due to the
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involvement of multiplication of the two optical waves at Photo-detection 
[59],
7. The transverse resolution of all OCT systems is determined by diffraction 
since they are built on a confocal microscope.
8. Adding lateral scanning to a low-coherence interferometer, allows depth 
resolved acquisition of three-dimensional (3D) information from the volume 
of biological material
All these characteristics of OCT put it as one of the best available imaging tech­
niques tha t may be used in both directions which are the medical application and 
researchers study.
2.3 A p p lica tion  o f O C T
Optical Coherence Tomography has applications in several general clinical situa­
tions. The applications of OCT extend to several clinical and biological fields, e.g., 
ophthalmology, dermatology, gastroenterology, cardiology, dentistry, and neurol­
ogy. The rapid advancement of OCT technology has led to the development 
of ultrahigh-resolution imaging and high-speed real-time imaging. Furthermore, 
functional imaging has been developed for investigating polarization properties 
and blood flow and as a means of spectroscopic imaging [60].
OCT has the potential of achieving high-depth penetration, which is determined 
by the coherence length of the source. This is the length over which a process or 
a wave maintains strict phase relations; an ideal laser source, for instance, emits 
light with more than a few kilometers coherence length.
OCT has been used in a wide variety of applications in many different fields [61]:
• Ophthalmology: The first application of low-coherence interferometry in 
the biomedical optics field was for the measurement of eye length. These 
days, OCT helps for diagnosing retinal disease and abnormalities of the eye.
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• Dermatology: OCT is one of the essential tools for early detection of skin 
cancer, diagnosing cancer disease and other problems.
•  Cardiovascular: OCT helps for early detection of diseases by imaging the 
blood vessels and other cardiovascular areas.
• Biopsy and functional OCT: Optical biopsy promises to assess tissue and 
cell function and morphology in situation such as:
— High-resolution OCT in gastroenterology
— Endoscopic OCT in intra-arterial imaging
— Polarization Sensitive OCT in dentistry
— Spectroscopic OCT in gastroenterology
— Doppler OCT in haemostatic therapy
•  Non-medical OCT: Low coherence interferometry has been used in optical 
production nanotechnology, tissue engineering biomaterial and other tech­
nical fields, for example:
— Industrial metrology as position sensor for thickness measurement of 
thin films.
— For high density data storage on multi-layer optical discs.
— Nondestructive evaluation to estimate residual porosity, fibre architec­
ture and structure integrity.
— Nondestructive evaluation of paints and coatings.
2.4 P rin cip les o f op eration
The main core of Optical Coherence Tomography imaging system is the interfer­
ence which happens between the reference beam or the light source of the system 
and the other beam which is reflected by the target. In a typical OCT, a Michel- 
son interferometer can be considered as illuminated by an optical source (OS).
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Light from the OS is divided into two beams by using a plate beam-splitter (BS) 
and which may be replaced sometimes by a fibre beam- splitter to be termed 
a directional coupler (DC). This has all the properties of a bulk beam-splitter 
plus the advantage tha t the input and the output ports can easily be altered by 
moving the fibre ends. This is exploited in delivering light to the tissue and col­
lecting the back-reflected light via an optical fibre. The two beams, reference and 
object, are recombined by the beam splitter BS or by the directional coupler onto 
a photodetector as the figure below displays [61]. The interference amplitude of 
the beam depends on the degree of polarization and the degree of similarity of 
the orientation of the electric fields in the two optical beams.
The intensity of photostatted two partially coherent beams can be expressed as:
p    2q-
iph — oc— [0 +  R +  2\ /ORH  cos(— d)] (2.1)
2 A
where a  is the photodetector responsivity, O the target reflectivity. R the reference 
mirror reflectivity, A the central wavelength of the optical source, P0 the power 
incident on the object, and d is the distance between the reference mirror and 
BS. The first two terms represent time non-varying components and determine 
noise, usually O, R. The third term  describes the interference intensity; this is 
periodic and dependent on d, A and II the degree of polarization. Each time the 
reference mirror is moved by an extra A/2 determines a round trip of the optical 
path difference (OPD) of 1.
As OPD between the two optical paths in the two arms determines the coherence 
length of the light source, the coherence length of OCT can be stated as:
k  =  —  1 /  (2.2)7T AA
In general, the principles of OCT operation vary from one system to another and 
depend on the kind of approaches and on the aim of its use.








Figure 2.1: The basic components of Optical Coherence system [adopted from 
[61]]. Ein is the optical field in the input. Eout is the optical field in the output, 
Er is the optical field in the reference, Es is the optical field in the sample, OS 
refers to optical source, BS refers to beam splitter, and DC is direct coupler.
2.4.1 Different O CT versions
There have been three basic approaches of OCT which are different from each 
other in terms of the components and the operations [62]. In this section, the 
general information about every method will be described and then the sensitivity 
of every technique will be widely studied to draw a conclusion about the suitable 
method for our work.
1. T im e  do m ain  O C T: The most popular form of OCT is TD-OCT which 
operates as explained in the figure (2.1) by varying the OPD in the in-
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terferometer to output a reflectivity profile in depth. A reference mirror is 
scanned to match the optical path from reflection within the sample and the 
pathlength of the reference arm is translated longitudinally in time in this 
case and interference is only achieved when the path difference lies within 
the coherence length of the light source. In addition, a typical TD-OCT 
system might use a superluminescent diode (SLD) laser source operating 
with a beam-splitter wdiich is assumed as lossless and has an ideal 50:50 
split ratio. In particular, clinical OCT systems often use SLDs that enable 
imaging with suitable axial resolution. These resolutions are typically in­
sufficient for identifying neoplastic changes for cancer detection, or tissue 
morphological and structural features for the visualization of other patholo­
gies.
2. Spectral Radar or Fourier dom ain OCT: This kind of OCT has the
advantage tha t no moving parts are required to obtain axial scans. The 
reference path is fixed. A stationary mirror and spectrometer are used 
instead of the reference mirror and the photo detector as shown in figure 
(2.2). Spectral Radar or Fourier domain OCT relies on the demodulation 
of the optical spectrum output of an interferometer; therefore, the detected 
intensity spectrum is Fourier transformed into time domain to reconstruct 
the optical depth resolved of the sample structure. In a real system, the 
output intensity spectrum is a set of the discrete data points corresponding 
to an intensity measurement from each detector in the array. The scan 
rate can be limited by the rate at which data can be transferred from the 
detector to a computer for processing. The system is able to obtain a direct 
measurement of the scattering amplitude along a vertical axis, and cross 
section images for a sample, which can be combined to reconstruct a 3D 
image. Typical scan depths of highly scattering biological samples range 
from 1 mm to several millimeters, depending on the scattering properties of
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the sample. FD-OCT is more sensitive and faster than earlier OCT systems, 
which improves the data acquisition speed and image quality. Most of the 
recent studies have confirmed tha t FDOCT or SROCT can provide a signal 
to noise ratio more than 20 dB better than the TD-OCT. Moreover, it 
provides subsurface cross-sectional fast images with micron-level resolution
[63].






Figure 2.2: Schematic of Spectral Radar Optical Coherence Tomography shows 
the main principles of the operation [adopted from [63]]
3. Sw ept sou rce  O C T: SSOCT employs a wideband source in contrast to 
both the previous approaches to OCT which use a laser source for operating; 
however, the spectral intensity of the monochromatic light may be too low 
for imaging high scattering media if only single conventional SLD is used. 
Swept Source OCT is performed by using a signal detector which could be 
achieved by sweeping the source spectrum and then detecting the intensity
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due to the component frequencies as figure (2.3) displays. This system can 
present 2D cross section imaging, volume images, and flow imaging [64]. 
In specific, SSOCT suffers from the same disadvantage as SROCT, as the 
modulation of frequency of the interferogram is proportional to the absolute 
value of the OPD. In addition, the achievable signal to noise ratio is similar 
to that obtained by SROCT system; however, the axial resolution is less 
in this case compared to the previous approach which makes SROCT more 
suitable to use in this research.







Figure 2.3: Schematic of Swept Source Optical Coherence Tomography shows the 
main principles of the operation [adopted from [64]]
2.5 SR O C T  E xp erim en ta l set-u p
This system was used during our research due to its ability for obtaining a di­
rect measurement of the scattering amplitude along a vertical axis within a bulk 
sample. In addition, it can be used for a wide range of real-time monitoring
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applications, from biological and clinical applications, to manufacturing and ma­
terial science. Also, it provides a real-time high resolution surface and sub-surface 
imaging of human skin, making this system ideal for many dermal and sub-dermal 
applications which will guide us to achieve our aim of this research by visualizing 
the blood vessel oscillations under human skin in real time.
Spectral Radar OCT imaging system as is shown in figure (2.4) [65], it comes 
standard with three main parts: a base unit, a handheld probe and PC.
Figure 2.4: Spectral Radar Optical Coherence Tomography (SROCT), Thorlabs, 
USA [65].
1- The base unit is the main unit of the SROCT; it contains the broad super 
luminescent diode (SLD) light source with center wavelength 930 ±  5 nm, and 
spectral band width 100 ±  5 nm which provides a balanced optimization of both 
the resolution and measurement depth. It yields an axial resolution of 6.8 /j,m and 
a typical imaging depth 1.6 mm, but the actual depth is dependent on individual
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sample characteristic. Light from (SLD) is directed to the handheld probe scan, 
and then the backscattered and reflected light from the sample are collected back 
to the spectrometer with 0.14 nm through the probe. Other components in the 
base unit are high speed linear image sensor, analog, the digital time circuitry 
and drive electronics for the scanner.
2- The handheld probe designed to keep the beam perpendicular to minimize 
image distortion over a working range. It contains an internal interferometer in­
tegrated directly to the probe. It is supplied by optical fibre with direct light 
from (SLD) source into the handheld probe, and the scattered light travels back 
along the same fibre to the spectrometer.
3- The PC contains a computer, a monitor, and an integrated software suite 
which contains a complete set of functions for controlling data  measurement, col­
lecting, and processing. The results can be displayed on the monitor to provide 
the complete scattering profile from the surface into the bulk of the sample, which 
is commonly referred to as an A-scan. In addition, it can be combined to form a 
cross-sectional image, which is commonly referred to as a B-scan, to present the 
2D images at rates, up to 8 frames per second. Moreover, the 3D images can be 
reconstructed by combining cross-sectional images (B-scans) in sequence.
The figure (2.5) presents the major components parts of SROCT system, and it 
can be seen that the output of a broadband Super Luminescent Diode (SLD) light 
source is guided into a handheld Michelson interferometer probe, which splits the 
light into two separate optical paths. The reference arm path is term inated with 
a mirror, while the other path contains an imaging lens that focuses the light 
onto the sample. This same imaging lens is also used to collect light tha t is 
backscattered or reflected from the sample. The light returning from the end 
of both paths is recombined and directed into a spectrometer, which spatially 
separates the light to form the interference pattern that is then analyzed to yield 
the spectral OCT image [65].
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Figure 2.5: SROCT diagram showing the major components parts of the System 
[adopted from [65]]
2.6 T heory o f SR O C T
Since the Spectral Radar Optical Coherence Tomography is the instrument that 
was used for this research, the theoretical principles of SR-OCT should be stud­
ied to understand the results of the experiment. As understanding the theory of 
processing images obtained under human skin by using one of OCT techniques is 
not easy, we will start generally on the theory of OCT, then we will go specifically 
to SROCT.
OCT employs interferometric methods to detect laser light scattered from an 
inhomogeneous sample and recombined with laser source to obtain a sample’s 
image. To explain OCT mathematically it is useful to express the electric field 
E(u>, t) as a complex expansion [66]:
E(lj, t) =  S(uj)exp[—i(ujt +  kz)\. (2.3)
This is a plane polarized solution to the wave equation, with source field am­
plitude spectrum S(uj), frequency a; and time variation t. The second term in 
the exponential, in terms of wave number k and distance z, simply accounts for
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phase accumulated throughout the interferometer. As the interferometer mea­
sures the relative output phase between the two optical paths, the phase term 
can be dropped from the input electric field.
The field in each part of the OCT system is described as follow; Ein, Eout) Er and 
Es, corresponding to the optical fields in the input, output, reference and sample. 
Moreover, the reference mirror is supposed to be ideal and the beam splitter has 
a reference Tr and sample arm intensity transm ittance has a reference Ts. Both 
references are related as Tr +  Ts =  1.
Therefore, the components of optical field from the figure (2.1) are:
Ein(w,t) =  S{J)e-™  (2.4)
Er(u, *, A z) =  y/T\TsEin{u , t)e-*<A*> (2.5)
Es(u, t)  =  \ /T rTsEin(uj, t)H{uj) (2.6)
Ecmtiu, t, A z) =  Er(u, t, A z) +  Es(uj, t, A z), (2.7)
where A z =  A tc /nair, and <j>(Az) is the phase accumulated in translating the 
reference mirror by geometric distance, which can be described as:
0 (A z ) =  (2 .8)
nair is the refractive index of air, A t is the optical path difference, and c is speed 
of light.
The intensity is proportional to a time average over the electric field multiplied 
by its complex conjugate:
I ( lj, A z ) —< EoutEfyut >}, (2.9)
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from this point, I(u,  A z) can be expressed as:
I(u, A z) = <  ESEI > +  < ErE*r > +25ft{< EsE*r >} .  (2.10)
The first two parts can be indicated as self interference, while on the contrary 
the last term  is the real part of the complex cross interference.
By substituting equation (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) into equation(2.10), the in­
tensity can be written as:
I(u, A z) =  TrTsS{u)\H{uj)\2 +  TrTsS(u ) +  2TrTsU{S(u)H{u)e- i<t>[Az)}, (2.11)
where the sample response function H{u)  presents the reflection from all struc­
tures distributed in the z  direction, and is described as
H(u) -  J "  r(u,z)exp ^  (2.12)
where r(u, z) is the backscattering coefficient from the sample structural features, 
and n(u>, z ) is the depth varying group refractive index as frequency dependent.
In the SROCT or FD-OCT the reference mirror is static A z =  0 and the beam 
splitter is 50 : 50, applying all tha t to equation (2.11) [67] we obtain:
/0(w) =  ^S(u){H(u/)  +  l} 2. (2.13)
The Fourier transform of / ( u)  into the time domain interference pattern I(t) is 
applied to obtain the depth resolved structural data:
I{t) = FTI(u) . (2.14)
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The detected spectral width Af2 of Fourier transform result is determined in time 
A t by:
2t
Af2 =  — , (2.15)
and the detected spectral width can be approximated by this relation,
AO =  27rc^^, (2.16)
from this point, A t will be presented as follows:
In addition the depth of the field can be determined by multiplying the velocity 
of the light inside the medium and A t
Z =  — A t, (2.18)
'fl'n.iip.
where nave is an assumed average sample refractive index. Therefore the maxi­
mum depth Zmax as a function of N  the number of time domain points is
z m a* =  (2.19)
where N  is divided by 2 to take into account the double pass of the light through 
the sample.
By subsisting equation (2.18) into equation (2.19),
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The axial resolution of OCT is given by Roct =  ^c/2 where lc is the coherence 
length of the system
41n 2 _Ag^
Lc 7r AA' { }
Then the axial resolution of the OCT is
Roct ^  0 . 4 4 ^ .  (2.22)
2.6.1 The S en sitiv ity  o f OCT
One of the advantages of OCT among all biophotonic sensing techniques is de­
veloped and non-expensive methodologies for signal optimization available to ap­
proach the detection limit of reflected photons. The sensitivity of OCT, also 
called optical dynamic range, can be defined as the ratio of the signal power gen­
erated by a reflection mirror P to the noise of the system [68].
Therefore the power signal to noise ratio SN R p  is
SN R p  =  ( £ ^ ) 2  =  (2.23)
noise ii
The signal photocurrent at the detector is is equal to the total source power P  in 
case of a perfectly reflecting sample and an ideal 50:50 beam-splitter and it can 
be written as
is =  ^ P ,  (2.24)ruj 0
where P  is the integral of the source power spectral density S (u;), r] is the detector 
quantum efficiency, qe the electronic charge, h is Planck’s constant divided by 27t
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and ojq is the source center angular frequency.
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The total noise current in can be determined as a sum of squares of the three 
significant sources of noise from the optical detecting in OCT which is shot noise 
ish, optical intensity noise irin and thermal noise ith■
«» =  &  +  & » + &  {2.25)
Shot noise ish occurs due to the random arrival time of electrons tha t create the 
photocurrent igc and can be expressed as
ish =  y/^teidcB, (2.26)
where B is the detection band width, and idc is the dc photodetector current, 
which can be written in the case of an ideal 50 : 50 beam-splitter as
idc =  ^  (2.27)
hujQ 2 v 1
Optical intensity noise irin describes the beating between the constituent frequen­
cies of the source spectrum and is given as
W  -  * * \ / 2jrAw- (2-28)
Thermal noise ith is generated by using an effective resistance Reff  by the pho­
tocurrent in the receiver electronics as
U kT B
Hh ~  V R*ff
(2.29)
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where T  is the absolute tem perature in Kelvin and k is Boltzman’s constant.
In case of highly scattering biological samples, OCT can be arranged to achieve 
shot noise limited optical detection. Therefore, the RIN and the thermal noise in 
equation (2.26) become negligible (in= i sh)-
By substituting equation (2.25), (2.27) and (2.28) into equation (2.24), the shot 
noise limited power SNR of OCT is
B is the measurement bandwidth and is equal to ^ , where r  is a function of the 
acquisition time for a single photodetector measurement.
In the case of Fourier domain OCT, the mean frequency domain noise current in 
transforms to the time domain current in as
where M  is the number of the detector that used to detect the light. Therefor, 
the FD-OCT power sensitivity can be written as
A high SNR ratio means a high image quality and more distinguishable image. To 
find out what is the best approach from OCT that provides a high quality images, 
we can compare the SNR of both SROCT and SSOCT systems which depends on 
Fourier Domain-OCT, with TD-OCT from equation (2.31), and equation (2.33):
S N R p (2.30)
SN  R f d o c t  — M - - — P .fiWo
(2.32)
S N R sroct =  S N R ssoct  — S N  R tdoct-^- • (2.33)
The factor of M /2 is the improvement of sensitivity in both SROCT and SSOCT
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over the TD-OCT.
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In summary, there are three main methods of OCT which are slightly different 
in the principles of operation due to the difference in the components inside the 
system. However, the most appropriate technique for this project motivation is 
SROCT as it is more sensitive than any other OCT systems, which are based 
on time-domain optical coherence tomography (TD-OCT). This increase in sen­
sitivity significantly improves the data acquisition speed and image quality. The 
current spectral radar FD-OCT system enables a maximum speed of 8 frames 
per second, and an axial scan rate of ~5  KHz, which makes it a feasible solu­




3.1 In trod u ction
The development of all diagnostic imaging systems and most physical therapeutic 
interventions has required the use of tissue-simulating objects to mimic the prop­
erties of human tissues. These are known as phantoms which are important tools 
for performance testing during system design, optimization of signal to noise ra­
tio in existing systems and performing routine quality control of medical imaging 
systems without the necessity of in vivo scanning [69].
3.2 C on stru ction  o f phantom s
Generally in medical optical imaging, a substance called Intralipid is widely used 
to simulate the optical absorption and scattering characteristics of the tissue
because the refractive index value of the solution is nearly the same as most
biological tissues [70]. Therefore, Intralipid solution was used in this research 
as main components of the phantom. It is private prescription item that can 
be found in a Pharmacy and should be stored in fridge. At each time of the 
measurement, the phantom should be prepared carefully by following these steps:
1. 0.3 g of a gelatine (Dr. Oteker, (UK) Ltd, Leeds, UK) was cut into small 
pieces.
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2. The bottle of Intralipid was shaken before tha t as a chemist instructed, 
then a syringe was used to place about 1.5 ml of Intralipid solution on the 
small pieces of gelatine.
3. The substances left to soak for about 10 minutes in a small bowl.
4. The bowl was placed over a pan of gently simmering water for 2 minutes 
to melt the gelatine.
5. 30 ml of intralipid solution was pouring into the mixture.
6. The mixture was put into a rectangular plastic container with size of 7.5 
cm x 5.4 cm x 1.5 cm.
7. The container left opening to air and placed into fridge to firm for about 1 
hour.
8. The container was moved from the fridge before 30 minutes of the measure­
ments to reach a room temperature.
9. The container was placed on a static table and the camera was fixed over 
it by stable holder to minimize any movements in phantom.
10. Different subjects were used to mimic the blood vessels during my measure­
ments such as: fishing lines and bubbles.
11. In case of fishing lines, I immersed them into the box before putting the 
mixture into fridge.
12. Producing the bubbles was by pushing air using the syringe into the mixture 
after 30 minute from putting it into fridge and then returned back to the 
fridge immediately.
13. In certain studies, the mixture was left without any immersed subjects.
14. In a few measurements of a short study, the phantom was created without 
gelatine.
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15. At the end of each day of the measurements, the phantom was discarded.
box
7.5 mm X 5.2 mm X 1.5 mm Fish line
IL solution
Figure 3.1: A Schematic of phantom represents several fishing lines immersed 
into Intralipid (IL) in a plastic box
As we can see from the figure (3.1) the main two components of Phantom  that 
was created in our lab to mimic the human skin tissue and blood vessels under 
skin are Intralipid (IL) and fishing-lines.
• In tra lip id  (IL) 20 % is a fat emulsion, which is made of 20 % soya bean 
oil, 2.25 % glycerol, 1.25 %Egg Yolk Phospholipids, and water, designed 
primarily as a feed for '’liquids only” hospitalized patients [71]. It was 
used because of its similarity to the viscosity of the blood and also it is 
a suitable tissue phantom material, because of its highly scattering and 
low absorption features. Moreover it is a relatively inexpensive material 
and readily available. Also its scattering coefficient can be easily adjusted 
by diluting this solution with water. Most of the experiments provided 
information that increasing concentration of the Intralipid solutions does 
not influence importantly the absorption coefficient, but has a large effect 
on the scattering coefficient [72], In my experiments, I add the gelatin to 
firm the sample which is about 100% Pork Gelatine.
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• Several o f fishing-lines are made from a mixture of group materials 
polyethylene, nylon, dyneema and dacron and are known as monofilament 
fishing-lines. These blended material are melted and then extruded through 
tiny different holes to control the thickness and the elasticity of the monofil­
ament [73]. In this research, several of clear colour fishing-lines (Monofil­
ament, Falcon, Indonesia) with diameter of 0.23 millimeter and weight of
0.02 gram per millimeter wrere immersed at a few different millimeters depth 
into IL solution to simulate blood vessels under skin. In fact, these fishing- 
lines are used in mimicking due to their similarity in properties to blood 
vessels of absorbing light from the source. As we will notice, the skin im­
age appears to have some black dots and lines due to the highly absorbing 
properties by the blood inside the vessels. Similarly, the images of fishing- 
lines in the phantom looks like black dots or black lines depending on the 
cross section of the camera system on the sample and resulting from the 
absorption properties of fishing-lines to the infrared light in the system.
Overall, to test the significance of our measurements before using them  on human 
skin, the phantom has been created to mimic the human skin tissue and the blood 
vessels, using IL and fishing-lines. This helps to understand the precision and 
the reliability for all future measurements that will be made by SROCT on any 
selected sample.
3.3 E xp erim en ta l set-u p
In this section, I will focus on studying the images of the phantom by SROCT 
to evaluate the precision of the instrument and the way of analyzing the data. 
All tests were performed on the phantoms at the laboratory of the Physics de­
partment. Several phantoms were measured into the study by using the following 
steps:
1. The created phantom was placed on static table.
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2. The camera was moved over the phantom, and the images was visualized 
on the monitor screen of SROCT system at the same time.
3. The area of the study was selected carefully depending on the required prof.
4. The camera was fixed over the phantom by a stable holder.
5. In the case of investigating the single image, the data was recorded for 10 
seconds, which is about 80 frame images.
6. In the case of studying the information into the images over the time, the 
data was recorded for more than 10 minutes.
7. In certain studies, the phantom was placed on the human arm instead of 
the static table to mimic the actual body movement.
8. All recorded data were saved into a memory disk of SROCT system for
future study.
Figure 3.2: Phantom placed on the static table and imaged by a stable camera 
holder
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3.4  D a ta  R ecord ing  and resu lts
In this section, several of data recording and related results in the form of figures 
and tables during all the experiments on the phantom will be discussed. In the 
first part, different phantom images will be displayed and then we concentrate 
on evaluating the accuracy of any measurement that will be acquired during this 
research by using different subjects. After that, the intensity of images by single 
pixel and the tracing of any changing of their values due to the depth will be 
studied. Then the correction factor from analyzing images will be found out to 
make sure any comparison of points at different depth in the same image is accu­
rate. Next, the contour function by MatLab program is identified in order to plot 
it on simulated vessels in the phantom. Then, several images in sequence will be 
recorded from the stable phantom for several seconds in order to investigate the 
SROCT noise level. In the final section of this part, several three dimensional 
images for the phantom will be presented to provide a clear picture of all layers 
in phantom. Overall, the results that have been obtained from the phantom will 
be explained in every section in this part to bring an exactness and certainty 
of image information by SROCT and show the right way of analyzing the data 
collected for any chosen subject.
3.4.1 F irst im ages of the phantom
Here we describe the imaging results from the phantom by using SROCT. The 
figure (3.3) shows several appropriate resolution images (~  6.8 pm) for several 
phantoms with approximate size (500 x 512) in pixels. These images are displayed 
in this section by using MatLab images processing program as has been explained 
in Appendix A-l.
It can be seen from the figure, that the first image shows the empty phantom 
which was made from the Intralipid solution and Gelatine in order to simulate
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Phantom with Intralipid only
Fishline into the phantom
mm
Bubbles inside the phantom
mm
Figure 3.3: Different SROCT images of phantom with column intensity bars of 
the image pixels: the first one shows the phantom with full of Intralipid solution 
only, the second one presents the phantom with immersed fishing-line into In­
tralipid solution, and the last one shows the phantom with several bubbles inside 
Intralipid solution.
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the scattering properties of skin for infrared light. The second image displays the 
phantom after immersing the fishing-line into the Intralipid solution to mimic 
the absorption characteristics of vessels under human skin. Finally, the last fig­
ure presents the image of the phantom with several bubbles inside it to simulate 
the features of unstable small vessels or capillaries.
On the whole, these figures express clearly the different images of the phantom 
by SROCT, which roughly imitate the images from human skin, as both of them 
have similar scattering properties for the infrared light. The first image presents 
the phantom with the mixture of IL and gelatine without immersed any additional 
subject inside. The second Image shows the images of immersed fishing-lines in 
the phantom, which appear as the black colours due to the absorption properties 
of fishing-lines to the system’s light source. The final image displays the image 
of the phantom with several air bubbles, which appear as black dots, and which 
they were used for mimicking the vessel due to their similarity of undetermined 
structures, positions, movements and absorption to the light.
3.4.2 P rotocols for the assessm ent o f the accuracy of SROCT  
m easurem ents
Identifying the accuracy of the SROCT measurement is a very essential step in 
our experiments to build confidence in any future measurements that will be 
made on phantom and then on human skin. The first step of all was to evaluate 
the precision of the SROCT by measuring a dimension of some known subjects 
and then calculating the percentage error of the results to assess the perfection 
of the measurement by the system used.
3.4.2.1 U sing a polystyrene tube
In this part, a polystyrene tube (Adetch PFE Tube, England Adtech Polymer 
Engineering Ltd, Stroud, UK), was used. This tube has a dimension of 0.250 ±
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1 mm and 0.770 ±  1 mm of an internal and external diameters. The images of 
tube by SROCT were investigated at different cases and the dimensions of its 
internal and external diameter were measured in each case using a MatLab image 
processing toolbox to investigate the suitability of the system and the method of 
measurement Appendix A-2.
The polystyrene tube was imaged with Intralipid (IL) solution without gelatine 
at different casease. In the first case, the accuracy of the experiment was exam­
ined by imaging vertically a tube in air. Next, the same tube was imaged after 
immersed into the Intralipid solution (IL). Then, the same experiment was pro­
duced again in both previous cases, but at this time after filling a tube with IL 
solution. In each case, the dimensions were measured using the MatLab images 
Processing toolbox. Then, the results were compared with the real dimensions 
taken into account the refractive index of different mediums of each layer to pro­
vide an accurate dimension result. The values of refractive index for used subjects 
are 1 for air, 1.55 for the tube (polystyrene) [74] and 1.4 for IL [75]. In general, 
the refractive index of medium nme* um
• M easuring the tu b e in air: The empty tube in air was imaged 3 times 
by using SROCT. First, the tube was placed on the table. Next, the cam­
era of the system was moved on the tube to find the best position for a 
vertical cross section image. Then, the image was recorded for 1 second, 
which created 8 frames of images. After that, the tube was moved twice 
and then imaged again at each time using the same steps.
After finishing the experiment, the dimensions of the tube were calculated 
by using MatLab program for each time. It can be seen from the figure (3.4 
(b)), Moreover, the red line refers to the real value of the internal diameter 
of the tube.
(.Tlmedium) 
The measured dimension 
The real dimension
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Figure 3.4: Measuring the tube in air: (a) the tube in air, (b) the image by 
SROCT of the tube in air with labeled values of measured dimensions (the green 
arrows represent the shell and the red line represents the internal diameter of the 
tube)
Experiment number Measurement value (mm) of 
the internal diameter - the shell
The error %
1 0.248 - 0.258 0.8% - 0.77%
2 0.248 - 0.259 0.8% - 0.38%
3 0.249 - 0.258 0.4% - 0.77%
Table 3.1: The three measurements of the internal diameter and the shell of the 
same tube with the percentage error comparing to the real values
These three measurement were presented in the table (3.1) to compare the 
measurements value with the real values and to show the accuracy of the 
reproducibility of the measurements by SROCT. It can be concluded that 
there is a minimal error of the measurement which is generally up to 0.8%.
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• M easu rin g  th e  tu b e  in  In tra lip id : The empty tube in Intralipid was 
imaged 3 times as well by using SROCT. First, the tube was immersed into 
Intralipid at a plastic box. Next, the camera of the system was moved on the 
solution to select the best position for a cross section image. Then, 8 images 
were created by recording the data for 1 second. After that, the same tube 
was imaged twice at different points using the same previous experimental 
steps. After that, one image from each experiment was selected and the 
dimensions was measured by using MatLab program.
(a) (b)
mm
Figure 3.5: Measuring the tube in Intralipid solution: (a) the immersed tube into 
Intralipid solution, (b) the image by SROCT of the tube into Intralipid solution 
with labeled values of measured dimensions (the green arrow represent the shell 
and the red line represents the internal diameter of the tube)
From the figure (3.5), it can be seen tha t it is difficult to catch sight of the 
external diameter in depth after immersion into IL due to the high scat­
tering of the light in the solution, which makes the lower side of the tube 
undetectable. The green line refer to the shell of the tube and its value
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before applying the refractive index and the red line refers to the internal 
diameter in air.
Experiment number Measurement value (mm) of 
the internal diameter - the shell
The error %
1 0.248 - 0.267 0.8% - 2.7%
2 0.249 - 0.265 0.4% - 1.9%
3 0.248 - 0.266 0.8% - 2.3%
Table 3.2: The three measurements of the internal diameter and the shell of the 
same tube immersed into Intralipid with the percentage error comparing to the 
real values
The three measurement were displayed in the table (3.2) to show the accu­
racy of the measurements and its reproducibility SROCT. In this circum­
stance, by matching up the results with the real magnitude of the tube 
layers, we identified that there is a slightly different value of the length 
which is between ±1.9% and ±2.7% from the real value.
• M e asu rin g  filled tu b e  by In tra lip id  in  air: In this case of the exper­
iment, the tube was filled by Intralipid using a syringe. Next, the camera 
of the system was moved on the tube to find the best cross section im­
age. Then, SROCT was used 3 times to image the tube at different points 
as previous experiments. Each time, the data was recorded for 1 minute. 
Last, the dimensions was measured for each time by using MatLab program.
As can be seen from the figure (3.6 (b)), it is barely possible to visualize the 
image for the complete tube and it is hard to measure the internal diameter 
of the tube because of the increasing scattering properties by IL in depth. 
Therefore, we just measured in this case the upper shell of the tube and







^ The real result 
after divide by 1.55 
is 0.265nun
The real result 
after divide by 1.4 
is 0.254min
Figure 3.6: Measuring filled tube by Intralipid in air: (a) the filling tube by 
Intralipid in air, (b) the image by SROCT of filling tube by Intralipid in air with 
labeled values of measured dimensions (the green arrow represent the shell and 
the red line represents the internal diameter of the tube)
the width of the internal tube. The green line refer to the shell of the tube 
and its value before applying the refractive index. The red line refer to the 
internal diameter value before and after applying the refractive index value.
By matching up the results with the real magnitude of the tube layers in the 
table (3.3), we can notice from presented number that, there is a negligible 
error of the measurement as well, which is reached up to ±1.9%.
• M easu rin g  filled t u b e  by In tra lip id  in  In tra lip id : In the last case of 
this part, we imaged filled tube with IL and then immersed it into the same 
medium as the figure (3.7 (a)) shows. Then, all previous steps of experi-
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Experiment number Measurement value (mm) of 
the internal diameter - the shell
The error %
1 0.254 - 0.265 0.9% - 1.9%
2 0.251 - 0.265 0.4% - 1.9%
3 0.249 - 0.264 0.4% - 1.7%
Table 3.3: The three measurements of the internal diameter and the shell of the 
same tube immersed into Intralipid with the percentage error comparing to the 
real values
mental setup and measurements were repeated in this case as well.
(a) (b)
EhlFaistaiice 
is 0 .39Smm j
The real result 
after divide by 1.55 
is 0.256inin
mm
Figure 3.7: Measuring filled tube by Intralipid in Intralipid: (a) the filling tube 
by Intralipid in Intralipid, (b) the image by SROCT of filling tube by Intralipid in 
Intralipid with labeled values of measured dimensions (the green arrow represents 
the shell of the tube)
From the figure (3.7), it can be seen that the tube is harder to detect as the
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depth increases due to the scattering of the light by IL from the surface of 
the tube. Therefore, we just measured the length of the upper shell of the 
tube which is marked by the green line into the figure.





Table 3.4: The three measurements of the shell of the same filled tube by Intralipid 
and immersed into Intralipid with the percentage error comparing to the real 
values
The three results of the measurements were presented in the table (3.4) 
and it can be concluded from this case tha t the measurements provide a 
percentage error up to ±1.9%.
In simple terms, all these steps of measurements are important in order to have 
a substantial evidence about the accuracy of the measurements th a t will be for­
mulated in the future by utilizing SROCT, and to simultaneously get a strong 
indication of the precision of the technique and for analyzing the data  by using 
the MatLab program. Referring to the previous figures and tables in this section 
on accuracy, we can conclude that there is a percentage error associated with the 
measurement by using SROCT and the MatLab analyzing program, which varies 
from ±0.4% to±2.7%  depending on the case of the measurement. This conclusion 
brings a suitable exactness for measurements in any further experiments that may 
be planned by using this system.
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3.4.2.2 U sing  A lum inum  s tep s  in  th e  d iffe ren t m ed ia
The next step for checking the accuracy of the measurement was to create a 
model of aluminum steps. This calibration sample was made in Physics depart­
ment workshop with varying values in depth and width to evaluate vertically and 
horizontally the measurement in micrometer scale. The figure (3.8) presents the 
real values of the steps as measured by digital caliper before experiment. The 




Figure 3.8: A Schematic of Aluminum steps with micrometer dimensions in width 
and depth for each step.
At this part of work, we aimed to be in no doubt on the accuracy of the mea­
surement, by repeating the experiment with changing every time the medium 
into which the steps were immersed, to examine carefully the percentage error
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for each dimension under dissimilar conditions and different optical properties of 
the medium.
All tests were performed on the Aluminum steps at the laboratory of the Physics 
Department by following the general experimental steps. First, the Aluminum 
steps was placed on the stable table. Second, the camera was moved over the table 
to find the steps and after that turned around the steps to find the cross section of 
the image. Next, the images was recorded for 1 second, which produces 8 frames 
of images. After that, the model was immersed into vegetable oil and then into 
Intralipid solution and the same steps of experimental work was repeated each 
time. Finally, the obtained images were measured to investigate the dimension 
of created images by SROCT using MatLab program. The results of these cases 
will be discussed at the next three parts.
• A lum inium  steps in air
Figure (3.9) shows the image by SROCT for aluminum steps in air. The 
light blue and the light orange colors display the width and the depth of 
each step as has been measured by MatLab program . The values of these 
dimensions were presented in the table (3.5) with the percentage error of 
the measurements comparing to the real values started from right to left.
It is noticeable from the highlighted dimensions in the figure and the per­
centage errors in the table that there are slightly different values between 
the measurements in this case and the real magnitude of the tested subject. 
These minimal fluctuations of the measurements deviate up to (±0.6%) 
from the real value in case of width, and about (±1.6%)in depth, which 
provide the excellent results for measuring any selected subject in air by 
using both the SROCT imaging system and MatLab computer program.
• A lum inium  steps in oil
According to figure (3.10), the dimensions of the steps in oil look bigger
Figure 3.9: The image of Aluminum steps in air by SROCT with labeled values of 
measured dimensions (the light blue line represent the width and the light orange 
line represent the hight).
Real dimensions (/um) Measured dimensions (/um) Error %
width 1 460 462 0.4%
width 2 920 918 0.2 %
width 3 580 582 0.3 %
width 4 640 644 0.6 %
width 5 660 663 0.4 %
width 6 510 510 0 %
width 7 490 486 0.8 %
height 1 490 490 0%
height 2 100 100 0%
height 3 110 110.9 0.8 %
height 4 120 118 1.6 %
height 5 100 100 0%
height 6 100 100 0%
Table 3.5: The comparing of the real dimensions of Aluminum steps in air with
measured one
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than when they were in air due to the refraction of the light by the oil. 
This fact makes harder to display all the steps in the same image at the 
same time. Therefore, we selected the side that presents the deepest step 
to study the precision of the measurement in terms of depth. In this case, 
the light blue and light orange colors in this figures represent the width 
and the height respectively of the steps as measured by using our previous 
procedure. At the same point, the green numbers on the figure give the 
actual results for the depth after applying the refraction index value of the 









the green results are 






Figure 3.10: The image of Aluminum steps in oil by SROCT with labeled values 
of measured dimensions (the light blue lines represent the width, the light orange 
lines represent the hight and the green writing shows the calculated values of each 
dimension).
The table (3.6) presents comparing of the measured dimensions of Alu­
minum steps in the oil with the actual ones started from right to left. It 
can clearly be concluded that nearly the same values of the dimensions have
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Real dimensions (/im) Measured dimensions (pm) Error %
width 1 460 455 0.4%
width 2 920 918 0.2 %
width 3 580 578 0.3 %
width 4 640 640 0.6 %
width 5 660 663 0.4%
height 1 490 488 0.4%
height 2 100 101 1 %
height 3 110 105 4.5 %
height 4 120 116 1.6 %
height 5 100 100 0%
Table 3.6: The comparing of the real dimensions of Aluminum steps in oil with 
measured one.
been obtained in this case as well, with a deviation up to ±  4 fim (±  0.6%) 
in width and ±  5 fim. (±  4.5 %) in depth.
• A lum inium  steps in IL
At the last figure in this section (3.11), we can visualize the image of the 
steps immersed into the Intralipid solution, which is less obvious than the 
images of steps in air and oil due to the high scattering of light by the IL. 
As in the preceding figure, the figure displays the dimensions in light blue 
for width and light orange for height as obtained by using our routine. Sim­
ilarly, the green numbers give the true values of the dimensions calculated 
from the width and height of the steps corrected for the refractive index 
value of the Intralipid solution and which is about 1.4. All theses measured 
values were presented in the table (3.7) to show clearly all percentage error 
of the measurements.
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By evaluating the results in this section, we found that the measurement of 
aluminium steps immersed into IL provides a very acceptable error result, 





Figure 3.11: The image of Aluminum steps in Intralipid by SROCT with labeled 
values of measured dimensions (the light blue lines represent the width, the light 
orange lines represent the hight and the green writing shows the calculated values 
of each dimension).
In simple terms, this section of the results with aluminium steps shows clearly 
and substantially that there is only small percentage error in the measurement 
that may be made by using the selected technique. This experimental procedure 
indicate that the SROCT system and the MatLab images processing toolbox pro­
gram provide a high percentage accuracy which give a certainty of confidence on 
all future measurement by using this routine.
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Real dimensions (^m) Measured dimensions Error %
width 1 460 457 0.6 %
width 2 920 918 0.2 %
width 3 580 578 0.3 %
width 4 640 636 0.6 %
width 5 660 657 0.4%
width 6 510 507 0.5
width 7 490 486 0.8 %
height 1 490 491 0.2
height 2 100 100 0
height 3 110 105 4.5 %
height 4 120 122 1.6 %
height 5 100 100 0%
height 6 100 100 0%
Table 3.7: The comparing of the real dimensions of Aluminum steps in Intralipid 
with measured one
3.4.3 R eduction  o f in tensity  w ith  depth
In this section we study the changing intensity of the images with every single 
pixel in mm depth to test out the accuracy of any future comparison that may be 
required between any different selected depths in the same image. To manage the 
completion of this aim, five phantoms, which were created from Intralipid solution 
and gelatin only, was imaged for 1 second using the same previous experimental 
steps in section (3.3), page 46. After that, the created images were studied by 
plotting the pixel values for each horizontal line in the image using a similar 
window width. These values of pixels represent the intensity at any point and 
they can be identified easily by MatLab image processing toolbox as described 
in Appendix A-3. In this experiment, the depth that has been used in SROCT 
window was 1.6 mm. Therefore, each pixels number can be converted easily to
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millimeters depth as the obtained images are with fixed number of pixels, which 
are 500 x 512 (width x depth). In this m atter, each 32 number of pixels represent 
0.1 mm in depth, and each 25 number of pixels are standing for 0.1 mm in width.
The figure (3.12) presents an intensity as a function of depth within a small width 
window at the middle of the image from one of created phantoms. It is clear from 
the figure that there is always a gradual reduction in intensity with depth due to 
the scattering of the light by the phantom. This scattering reduces the ability of 
providing information by the depth and makes it hard to see any thing deeper 
than 0.4 mm from the surface. Moreover, it can be seen that there is a slight 
fluctuation in intensity for the same image at same depth due to the different 
time of the scattering from different points at the same depth.
It can be seen from the table (3.8) that there is a clear fluctuation of the range of 
the intensity at the same depth from all five imaged phantoms. In addition, there 
is an obvious reduction of these values as the depth increases from the surface.
Moreover, the intensity of the image for one of the phantoms was investigated at 
different selected windows and the results was presented in the table (3.9). It is 
clear from the table tha t there is always a reduction in intensity and a fluctuation 
of its value for all studied windows at the same phantom.
Overall, the intensity of image of five different phantoms was studied at the same 
position within the window. Moreover, the intensity of one of theses phantom 
images was investigated at different positions into the image window. The results 
from both cases indicated that there is a slightly fluctuation of the intensity val­
ues at the same depth and always a clear reduction of the intensity of the images 
measured by SROCT, due to the scattering of the light by the subject.
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at depth 0.08mm at depth 0.16 mm
at depth 0.28mm
at depth 0.40 mm
at the surface at depth 0.04mm




at depth 0.32 mm
mm
Figure 3.12: (a) SROCT image of the phantom with Intralipid and gelatin only, 
(b) Changing the intensity with depth along small width of the same phantom 
image
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The depth (mm) The range of the intensity values of 5 different phantoms
Phantom  1 Phantom 2 Phantom 3 Phantom  4 Phantom  5
0 223—>195 220—>196 219—>197 220—>199 223—>198
0.01 217—>190 210—>190 212—>195 214—>192 217—>192
0.04 190—>159 190—>157 187—>160 190—>159 190—>159
0.08 160—>120 162—>124 160—>120 161—>123 162—>122
0.12 127—>91 127—>91 126—>93 127—>91 125—>93
0.16 109—>67 107^69 107—>69 109—>67 107—>69
0.20 79—>50 79—>50 80—>53 79—>53 78—>53
0.24 67—>33 67—>33 63—>37 67—>33 67—>33
0.28 48—>21 47—>25 48—>24 48—>23 48—>24
0.32 45—>25 45—>22 45—>23 43—>22 45—>22
0.36 37—>17 37—>19 38—>17 34—>17 37—>19
0.40 34—>13 34—>13 32—>12 34—>13 32—>12
Table 3.8: The fluctuation of the intensity at the same depth and its reduction 
with depth by five created phantoms
As the intensity is not uniform at all depths tested by using this routine, com­
paring any single points at the same image with different depth will not provide 
an actual result. Therefore, we attem pted to identify the factor that will allow 
the study of the intensity with the depth and to unite all future calculations even 
with different depth and make any comparison between different depths more 
reliable.
3.4 .4  C alculating a correction factor
Here, we made an effort to calculate the correction factor for phantom images 
by evaluating this changing of the intensity by depth at the same phantom and
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The depth (mm) The range of the intensity values at selected window (mm)
the same phantom image
0—>0.4 0.4—>0.8 0.8—>1.2 1.2—>1.6 1.6—>2
0 223—>195 222—>195 223—>195 221—>197 223—>198
0.01 217—>190 216—>192 212—>196 217—>190 217—>192
0.04 190—>159 160—>189 190—>157 190—>157 190—>159
0.08 160—>120 162—>120 162—>124 161—>120 161—>123
0.12 127—>91 125—>91 127—>91 126—>92 127—>91
0.16 109—>67 109^68 108—>69 107—>70 109—>67
0.20 79—>50 79—>51 79—>50 78—>52 79—>53
0.24 67—>33 67—>34 67—>33 67—>33 67—>33
0.28 48—>21 48—>20 47—>22 48—>20 48—>23
0.32 50—>25 50—>24 49—>23 48—>24 50—>24
0.36 37—>17 37—>16 37—>19 38—>17 36—>17
0.40 34—>13 34—>14 34—>13 32—>12 34—>13
Table 3.9: The fluctuation of the intensity at the same depth and its reduction
with depth at five different window
at nine different phantoms. The same previous experimental steps of studying 
the intensity by depth were made for the nine different phantoms. All phantoms 
were without immersing any subjects to not interrupt the pixel intensity values 
during the study.
The first investigation of this point was studying carefully the intensity values at 
different positions in width of the same phantom . First, one column from image 
pixels information was selected at different positions in width of the same image. 
Each pixel in the image represent the intensity value of that point in the image. 
Next, starting from the surface of the phantom, all pixel values were identified in
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Figure 3.13: The reduction of the intensity by depth for the same phantom at 
different positions in width
that selected column. Then, by plotting the intensity values as a function of the 
depth in millimeters for different phantoms, a figure (3.13) is defined as described 
in Appendix A-4.
As an illustration showed in the figure (3.13) and the table (3.10), the slope varies 
from one position in width to another. The range of these slopes fluctuated be­
tween 1.6 and 2.0 intensity per single pixel. The variability of all theses values 
was calculated in the table and presented as a standard deviation (std). The 
value of standard deviation (std) was 0.11 intensity per pixel in this case and the 
mean value was 1.76 intensity per pixel.
The next investigation in this point was studying the intensity values of nine 
different phantoms at the same width position. First, one column of pixels at
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The mean (intensity \  pixel)
The standard deviation (intensity \  pixel)
1.76
0.11
Table 3.10: The calculated slopes at different positions and with the same width 
window of the same phantom with presented values of the mean and standard 
deviation of the slopes
the 9 obtained images was selected at the same position in width. Next, all pixel 
values were identified in that selected columns. Then, the same previous analysis 
by using MatLab program were made.
From the figure (3.14) and the table (3.11), it can be seen th a t the slope varies 
from one phantom to another. The range of these slopes fluctuated between 1.69 
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Figure 3.14: The reduction of the intensity by depth for several phantoms 
0.12 intensity per pixel and the mean value 1.85 intensity per pixel.
From all the form of these results in this part, it can be conclude that the varia­
tion in value of the slopes can not allow an accurate value of the correction factor 
to be generally confirmed as standard in all future measurement. Therefore, we 
attem pted to calculate the slope as each experiment as a first step in future work. 
Next step will be always finding out the correction factor for the intensity for the 
selected subject. Then, the correction factor will be applied to all the pixels in 
the image before any calculation.
The correction factor can be easily calculated to the image from following defined 
equation.
Ic {n) = In +  (n — 1) x slope-1 , (3.1)
where Ic{n) is the intensity value after applying a correction factor, In is the 
intensity value before applying the correction factor, n is the depth of the pixel
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The mean (intensity \  pixel) 1.85
The standard deviation (intensity \  pixel) 0.12
Table 3.11: The calculated slopes at the same width window position for 9 differ­
ent phantoms with presented values of the mean and standard deviation of the 
slopes
starting from the surface of the phantom where n = l  with the maximum number 
of the pixel in depth is reached. As the maximum number of n is 512 by the 
SROCT images and this number represents 1.6 mm in depth, the unit of the 
slope is the intensity per number of pixel or the intensity per millimeter depend­
ing on the values of n that are selected in counts. To achieve this calculation, the 
MatLab function has been applied to all defined results as has been explained in 
Appendix A-5.
In simple terms, changing the intensity of pixels with depth was studied carefully 
of the same phantom at different width positions and of different 9 phantoms 
at the same width position to normalize the intensity at the same image even 
with different depth. The slopes of these changes were presented in terms of 
figures and tables. In particular, there were varies values of slopes of all cases.
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For tha t reason, a correction factor for the phantom images was defined at each 
measurement case before applying any future calculations.
3.4.5 Contour
A contour function is very essential to fulfil the aim of this research because ap­
plying this function shows the shape of the blood vessel. In addition, it is clearly 
to follow the changes of the blood vessel in time, by plotting all frames as a mon­
tage image or by creating a movie to visualize the movement of created contour. 
In this research, a contour plot of image data was applied by using the MatLab 
image processing toolbox.
To manage the studying of this aim, one phantom was created by immersed 
fishing-line into Intralipid solution and gelatin as has been described in section 
(3.2), page 43. Next, the phantom was imaged for 1 second following the same 
experimental steps in section (3.3), page 46. The image data was processed by 
the MatLab Images program toolbox as follow: First, the created images were 
cropped around the fishing line area. Second, the contour function was applied 
to the cropped image. This function is displayed the figure of the contour auto­
matically in MatLab. It works initially by computing the intensity values along 
a middle line in the cropped image and then plotting these values. This is known 
as the profile of the image. After that, the mean of the two maximum intensities 
on both sides, and then averaging a mean of the maximums with the minimum 
value in the profile curve is calculated. The obtained value is what the contour 
is detected into the image. Appendix A-6 explains this function in details.
The figure (3.15) describes the contour function for the fishing-line into the phan­
tom before and after applying a correction factor. At the top, the figure (a) shows 
the image of the phantom with selected area around the fishing-line and then (b) 
displays a cropped small area from the image where the fishing-line is located

































Figure 3.15: Steps of detecting a contour: (a) the fishing-line inside the phantom 
with presented intensity colour bar, (b) cropped image around the fishing-line, 
(c) the profile intensity of the image and the contour function before applying the 
correction factor with presented intensity colour bar, (d) the slope of changing 
intensity by the depth, and (e) the profile intensity and the contour function after 
applying the correction factor with presented intensity colour bar.
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with blue line shows the place of detecting the profile image. The next image (c) 
displays the profile function of the small area before applying a correction factor 
to explain how the contour is determined. In particular, the two maximum values 
of the curve are 264 and 172; therefore, the average of the maximum intensities 
of the image on both sides in this case is 218. As the minimum intensity value is 
67, the mean value of both intensities is 142.5. This value was the actual number 
tha t the contour detected among all pixels in the image from a vertical view. The 
next figure (d) presents the changing of the intensity by depth aiming to fond 
out the slope of the line, which was 2.2 intensity per pixel in this case. The last 
figure (e) shows re-plotted profile image after applying the correction factor to 
detect again the contour in this case. In this time, the mean of the maximum 
intensities of the profile image on both sides is 245 and the minimum intensity 
is 75. Therefore, the contour was detected the mean value for both intensities 
which is 160 at this point.
In summary, the contour function in MatLab program was studied due to its 
essential application to define the main motivation of this research, which is 
detecting the changes of a certain area. In this section, explanation of the contour 
function was described and related figure was investigated.
3.4 .5 .1  C alculating the area of th e  contour
As calculating the area of the detected contour is very important in our work, 
we looked for uncomplicated way to do this. The first step of calculation was to 
convert the image to the binary image which has typically just two possible pixel 
values 0 or 1. This type of image conversion works by identifying the half value 
of the maximum intensity in the image and then giving all values less than the 
calculated number the value of 0 and others the value of 1. After this conver­
sion, the area of the contour is calculated by taking a sum of the zero pixels in 
the image, which appears as black, and then adapting the summation number to
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mm2 from the provided information on the system where (500 x 512) pixel point 
represent (2 x 1.2) mm2 in this experiment. Appendix A-7 presents the code of 
this operation in MatLab format.
To manage this study, 10 different phantoms with immersed one fishing-line were 
prepared as explained in the section (3.2). Each phantom was imaged by using 
SROCT for 1 second at the same day. The fishing-lines into obtained images 
was analyzed using the described method in this section to calculate the area of 
the contour. The figure (3.15) presents the image of the fishing-line of one of 
theses phantoms and shows its conversion to the binary image. At the next, a 
comparison between the profile image of the same fishing-line before and after 
converting to the binary image is displayed to evaluate the function of the binary 
image. Finally, the figure presents the shape of contours side by side for the two 
cases to assess the approach of quantifying the area of the contour.
Using the method explained in the figure to calculate the area of the contour, 
the sum of the binary image pixels was identified as the initial step. After that, 
the summation was converted to mm2 as explained before. Then, the area of 
the contour was defined after applying the refractive index value. In the figure 
(3.17), the calculated area of the contour was 4.14 E-2 mm2. Comparing this 
result with the actual area of the fishing-line, which is about 4.15 E-2 mm2, it 
can be seen that the measurement by using this method of computing the contour 
is a reasonable scheme because it provides an acceptable percentage error that is 
up to 0.24 % in this instance.
By repeating the same steps of calculation to all 10 measurement, the area of 
fishing liens can be presented as follow:
From the table (3.10), the area of the contour was calculated at each phantom 
and the mean value of these area was 4.13 E-2 mm2. In addition, the percentage 
error of the mean values comparing to the real area was 0.67 %, which provide a























Figure 3.16: Calculating the area of the contour: (a) and (b) the image of the 
fishing-line and its conversion to the binary image, (c) and (d) comparison be­
tween the profile image of the same fishing-line before and after converting to the 
binary image, (e) and (f) the shape of contours for both cases.
nearly accurate result of the measurement.
In summary, the way of calculating the area of contour was explained in this
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The mean (mm2) 4.13 E-2
The percentage error (%) 0.67 %
Table 3.12: The calculations of the fishing-line area of 10 different phantoms
section. After that, 10 different phantoms with immersed fishing-line were imaged 
by using SROCT. Then, the area of the contour around the fishing-line was 
calculated. The results in term of table and figure were discussed. The percentage 
error of this way of calculation provide the reasonable values. Therefore, I used 
this steps of calculation in all my future results.
3.4.6 Instrum ental noise for a sequence of im ages
Finding out the instrumental noise level is an essential tool for this research to 
distinguish the oscillation of the chosen subject from other combined oscillations. 
In this section, three different phantoms were created as has been described in 
the section of the phantom ’s construction at section (3.2), page 43. One of theses 
phantoms was with immersed one fishing-line. The second one was with was with 
4 stretched fishing-lines to get different cross sectional area. The last phantom 
with created several air bubbles inside it. After created the phantoms, the exper-
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iment was setup as explained on the section (3.3), page 46. Each phantom was 
placed on a static table and the images were recorded for 10 minutes. All data 
were saved into SROCT memory for future processing and analyzing.
In order to identify the instrumental noise level for this technique, the areas of 
all created subjects into the three phantoms were calculated by following all pre­
vious calculation methods. Then, the calculating area in mm2 were plotted as a 
function of time in seconds to explore any changing of the values by the time and 
to draw firm conclusions about the level of the noise level that may occur using 
the SROCT system.
3.4.6.1 D ata  processing and results
1- F ishing-line in stab le phantom
In this case, the area of the contour of simulated vessels was calculated for 
all sequence images. Then, they were plotted as a function of time to clearly 
show any fluctuation of these values that may have occurred by using the 
selected routine.
Using the algorithm described in Appendix A-8 and from the figure (3.16), 
several important facts can be identified:
• The area of the contour for the simulated vessel changes with time 
within the range of the real area of the fishing-line, which is about 
1.28x 1CT2 mm2.
• The Root Mean Square (R.M.S.) of the fluctuation is calculated to give 
a sense for the typical value of the areas. In this case, it was about 
1.182xl0~2 mm2. This result provides a slight discrepancy between 
the area measured and the real value which may reach up to 7 % or ±  
0 .098xl0-2 mm2.
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Figure 3.17: Fish line oscillation in a stable phantom: (a) the image of the 
fishing-line into the phantom, (b) the slope of changing intensity by depth, (c) 
the binary image after applying the correction factor, (d) cropped image around 
the mimicking vessel, and (e) the plot of the area of the contour by the time.
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• The standard deviation (std) of this fluctuation will be presented as 
the instrumental noise level. We calculated its value from the results 
obtained in this experiment and it was 4.25 xlO-4 mm2.
• The percentage deviation of the fluctuation can be identified by di­
viding the std by R.M.S. and multiplying it by 100. In this case, the 
fluctuation level for a stable fishing-line dipped into phantom by this 
regime is 3.6 %.
In other word, by recording data of the fishing-line in a stable phantom for 
several minutes, we evaluate the noise level of the SROCT by plotting the 
changing area of the contour as a function of time and then identifying the 
R.M.S. and the std for this oscillation to find out the noise level for the 
system and which was 3.6 % in this case.
2- Four fishing-lines im m ersed in phantom  at different depths
Here we created four dissimilar diameters of fishing-lines by starching them. 
Then, they were immersed at different depths into the phantom to study an 
approximate value of the noise level of SROCT system by stable different 
areas at different positions. After 10 minutes recording of a sequence of 
images of the described subjects, the area of each one was analyzed in 
order to obtain the variation for every single fishing-line and to bring a 
clear evidence about the instrumental noise.
The figure (3.17) shows at the top (a) the image of the phantom with four 
immersed fishing-lines. It can be noticed that the fishing-lines appear as 
black shape inside the phantom due to the absorption properties of them. 
In addition, there is a bright shadow under each fishing-line which may be 
an instrumental artifact or could be due to the refraction of the light from 
the lower side of the subjects. The second line of the figure (b) presents the 
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Figure 3.18: Several fishing-lines immersed into phantom: (a) the image of 4 
immersed fishing-lines into the phantom, (b) the slope of changing intensity with 
depth, (c) and (d) the binary image for the full image and the cropped images 
for every single fishing-line, and (e) the oscillation of contours fishing-lines by the 
time
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to find out the correction factor for the images. In this case, the slope is 
1.68 intensity per single pixel depth. Below that, at (c)and (d) the binary 
image for the full image and the cropped images for every single fishing-line 
are displayed. In the last line of the figure (e) are shown the oscillations for 
the changing area of every single fishing-line as time series.
Subsequently, the mathematical comparison between the real value for each 
fishing-line with R.M.S. and the mean value of its oscillation was made in 
the table (3.1). Also, the standard deviation of its fluctuation in mm2 was 
calculated in order to define the approximate value of the oscillation in each 
depth.














Area 1 1.29E-3 1.32E-3 1.32E-3 2.3% 2.6E-5 2.0% 0.174
Area 2 0.96E-3 0.94E-3 0.94E-3 2.1% 1.9E-5 2.0% 0.170
Area 3 0.96E-3 0.94E-3 0.94E-3 2.1% 1.7E-5 1.7% 0.141
Area 4 0.93E-3 0.91E-3 0.91E-3 2.2% 1.5E-5 1.6% 0.156
Table 3.13: Calculating the fishing-lines values
From this table, we can see that the precision of the measurement is in very 
close agreement with the real value of the fishing-line area, and several facts 
can be deduced in this case:
• The noise level for every fishing-line fluctuates slightly between 1.6 % 
to 2 %. This range of values could be related to difference of fishing-line 
area and depth.
• It can be seen that area 4 is the closest one to the surface and it 
provides lowest values of fluctuations value compared to the others.
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On other hand, the area 1 is the deepest one from the surface and it 
has the highest fluctuation.
• Also, it can be noticed that area 2 and area 3 have the same area 
in mm2, however, the fluctuation value of area 2 is bigger than  the 
fluctuation of area 3. This result is due to the different depth into 
the phantom. This point leads to the fact that the fluctuation of the 
subject increases with the depth.
• By comparing area 1 and area 2, it can be figured out tha t area 1 and 
area 2 are almost under the same depth in the phantom. Although, 
the fluctuation of area 1 is more that the fluctuation of area 3 due 
to the different areas. At this point, the conclusion is the oscillation 
increases with increasing area.
In short, different fishing-lines were tested when immersed into the phantom 
and recording a sequence of frame images for several minutes to identify the 
noise level of the instrument. The results indicated that there is minimal 
noise level from SROCT images, which is about 1.6 % to 2 % in this case. 
These changes of fluctuation are clearly increased by increasing the depth 
and the area of the studied subject.
3- P hantom  w ith  bubble voids
As the vessels are displaced under skin in an unorganized way, and their 
positions under the skin are not kept constant due to the natural move­
ments, we aimed in this part to simulate a slightly the vessels to get a clear 
conclusion about this level of the noise by creating several bubbles into the 
phantom. The recorded data was examined by going through all the earlier 
steps to classify the noise level, figure (3.18) demonstrates the sequence in 
this procedure.
The image of several bubbles distributed into the phantom along the width
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Figure 3.19: (a) The image of several bubbles inside the phantom, (b) the slope 
of changing intensity by depth, (c) the binary image after applying the correction 
factor to the image, (d) cropped 7 images of bubbles, (f) fluctuations of contours 
of 7 bubbles in the phantom
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of the window is presented at the top of figure (3.18) (a). The second ele­
ment in the figure (b) shows the curve that is made to identify the correction 
factor, which is found in this case to be about 1.9. The binary images are 
also presented for the full image and after cropping the 7 different areas 
of bubble images at (c) and (d). Similarly, by applying all previous steps 
to detect the contour, the changing of the contour area for every single 
bubble is plotted as a function of time in the last part of the figure (e). 
From these outlines, it is obvious that there is oscillation in value for the 
area of the contour among the time series for all the bubbles. However, they 















Area 1 1.29E-3 1.28E-3 1.49E-3 0.90E-3 0.9E-4 6.9% 0.087
Area 2 2.16E-3 2.15E-3 2.70E-3 1.65E-3 1.55E-4 7.2% 0.136
Area 3 0.26E-3 0.25E-3 0.41E-3 0.29E-3 0.16E-4 6.2% 0.073
Area 4 0.35E-3 0.34E-3 0.51E-3 0.28E-3 0.21E-4 6.1% 0.068
Area 5 0.08E-3 0.08E-3 0.1E-3 0.069E-3 0.044E-4 5.5% 0.061
Area 6 0.24E-3 0.24E-3 0.28E-3 0.20E-3 0.13E-4 5.4% 0.080
Area 7 0.11E-3 0.11E-3 0.13E-3 0.09E-3 0.65E-4 5.9% 0.059
Table 3.14: Calculating the bubble values
The table (3.2) explains clearly the results in this section by displaying the 
values of the R.M.S. area, mean, maximum, minimum, std values in mm2 
and the oscillation for every bubble which is presented as the noise level as 
a percentage. It can be noticed from the table that:
• The fluctuation of the fishing-lines is slightly less than the oscillation 
of the bubbles due to the stability of the fishing-line and the lack of 
control of the bubbles over a period of a few minutes. In detail, it
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can be seen from table (3.2) tha t the minimum fluctuation for several 
bubbles inside the phantom is 5.4 %, which is more than the maximum 
value of the fluctuation for several fishing-lines, which is up to 2 %.
• The different absolute areas and the different positions in depth of the 
bubbles in the phantom give a fluctuation of values for the fluctuation 
that may be lower or higher than each other for the nearly similar 
areas. On other hand, there could be nearly the same oscillation for 
different areas due to the different depth.
• The table highlights every bubble fluctuation and it can be seen that 
the range of the oscillation is between 5.4 % and 7.2 %. This range 
provide information about the range of the noise level, which can guide 
any future data analysis by the chosen technique.
In conclusion, the fluctuation of several bubbles in the same phantom was 
calculated to determine the instrumental noise level and we found tha t this 
fluctuation varies minimally from one to another depending on the depth 
and the area of the bubble. However, it provides a suitable range for the 
noise level which will help for all future analysis.
To conclude all previous cases for identifying the noise level, we studied carefully 
the fishing-line in stable phantom, several fishing-lines in different depth and 
area, and several bubbles inside the phantom. We can highlight tha t there is 
a small percentage instrument noise level which may reach up to 7.2% in some 
cases. In addition, the fluctuations are slightly increased due to some facts such 
as increasing the area, increasing the depth and instability of the subject. These 
facts should be accounted for in all future experiments on human skin and will 
be definitely present in all the results that will be obtained.
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3.4 .7  Three dim ensional im ages (3D )
In this part, we aimed to visualize the three dimensional images (3D) of the phan­
tom, which is the best way to explain easily what is really seen by the system 
and what is the structure of the subject. The 3D images provide a good aspect of 
viewing for the subject to help understand in detail its layers and their locations 
in the phantom. As it was explained before, recording data by using the SROCT 
provides the 2D images which can be displayed in X and Y dimension. The X 
represents the width and the Y represents the depth of the subject. In addition, 
the Z direction can be obtained by moving a camera on the phantom for several 
millimeters. Then by using ImageJ computer program for a set of recorded 2D 
images, a 3D model of the original sample was reconstructed to build a picture 
of the 3D phantom image [Appendix B].
First, two different subjects are immersed into the Intralipid with gelatin; one 
with the fishing-line and another with serval small tubes. After that, the cam­
era of the system was fixed on the phantoms. Then, the imaging recording was 
started. As the same time, the camera on the phantom was moved constantly 
with speed of 40 /xm per second for 2 mm in Z direction for several millimeters 
by using an automatic mechanical technique. Finally, the two dimensional (2D) 
sequences images was reconstruct in order to obtain the 3D images for both cases.
As shown in the figure (3.19) the 3D images of the phantom were defined and the 
outlines of both the tubes and the fishing-line were easily visible in both cases. 
These images indicate an overview of how future measurement on human skin will 
presumably be made and how the cross sectional images of the layers are different 
depending on the position of the subject under the camera of the imaging system.
As has been said, all previous figures in this section bring a clear visualization 
of any features lying inside the phantom in three dimension. These results will
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(a) Tubes in Phantom (b)
Figure 3.20: (A cross-sectional view of three-dimensional images of several im­
mersed tubes obtained by SROCT; (c), (d) a cross-sectional view of three- 
dimensional images of fishing-line obtained by SROCT.
provide a good visualization for any future measurement on human skin, and will 
help by providing good evidence from the cross sectional images for human skin.
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On the whole, a tissue-mimicking phantom is an essential tool for performance 
testing and optimization of the medical imaging system without the necessity of 
in vivo scanning. Therefore, the phantom of human skin and its measurements 
were explained in this chapter to evaluate the SROCT system and to definitely 
provide the right steps for analyzing any future data on human skin. The results 
on the phantom in the form of the figures and tables were presented to provide 
a clear conclusion for experimental measurement, which was explained in every 
section.
• First, several phantom images were displayed with different immersed sub­
jects to simulate different vessels under human skin to understand the out­
put of the images. Next, the accuracy of SROCT measurement was evalu­
ated and the finding showed clearly that all measurements by using SROCT 
images and data analysis by MatLab image processing provide a high pre­
cession, with a deviation of the precession which is always less then 2 %.
• Subsequently, studying the intensity of images was explained and the results 
indicated that the intensity of the pixels in the image steadily decreased 
with depth, which guided us to calculate a correction factor for the images 
to normalize all pixels in intensity and verify any mathematical function 
applying to different depths. Meanwhile, the intensity changes of the image 
with depth was studied to identify the correction factor of the images. How­
ever, the results indicated that there is no general correction number and it 
is varied from 1.6 to 2.1 intensity per single pixel in depth. Therefore, we 
conclude that the correction equation has to be applied separately to each 
created image for every experiment before starting any calculation.
• Next, the description of the profile images was highlighted to identify the 
contour function of the simulated vessel. Moreover, the method of calcu­
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lating the area of the contour was identified, by converting the corrected 
intensity images to the binary images and then summing all zeros pixels 
into a cropped image.
• Furthermore, investigation the SROCT noise level was defined by recording 
sequentially a series of frame images for several minutes on the different 
stable subjects such as: fishing-line in stable phantom, several different 
fishing-lines in the phantom at different depths, and several bubbles in the 
phantom. Those different subjects were used to trace the oscillation level 
of the instrument and to draw a definite conclusion about the noise level. 
The findings clearly show that there is normally oscillation for the stable 
phantom which at the maximum reaches 2.0 % in the case of immersed 
fishing-lines and 7.2 % in the case of introduced bubbles. The value of 
these percentages of the instrumental noise level depends on area, depth 
and stability of the phantom.
• Finally, several three dimensional images for the phantom layers were ob­
tained, providing a clear visualization for any lying features inside the sub­
ject and which will draw a nice view of any cross sectional images on human 
skin.
In simple terms, the phantom was studied carefully in details to evaluate the 
SROCT images system and to build undoubtedly the way of the measurements 
and the steps of the calculations on human skin.
Chapter 4
M easurem ents on human skin
4.1 In trod u ction
Human skin is a unique engineered organ that has a complex tissue system which 
is built up from several thin layers. As we have seen in chapter 1 these layers 
are enormously well supplied with blood vessels; they are pervaded with masses 
of arteries, veins, and capillaries. Visualizing the important systems inside these 
layers and detecting blood vessel function in vivo is one of the fundamental aims 
in this research.
The figure (4.1) presents generally the blood vessel distribution under skin in the 
human forearm. The distribution of theses vessels are different from person to 
another; however, they are generally started laying at the surface of the dermis 
from the range between 0.01 mm to 0.1 mm.
In this research, Spectral Radar Optical Coherence Tomography (SROCT) was 
used as a technical instrument for all measurements. The general selection is made 
relying on the fact that it does not require any invasive procedures or exogenous 
contrast agents that may perturb the intrinsic physiology of the microcirculation. 
Also, it provides a suitable depth resolution to achieve this research aim.
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Figure 4.1: The diagram of Vessels distribution in human arm [76]
4.2 E xperim en ta l set-up
In this study the implications of the real time oscillation of blood vessels un­
der human skin in vivo by using the non-invasive SROCT imaging system was 
explored. Several human skin images were preformed at the laboratory of the 
Physics department to detect the blood vessels and to visualize their function in 
vivo. The following steps were made at each experiment:
1. The subject set on the chair and its arm was placed on a stable fixing arm to 
minimize any movements and to give comfort to the arm to manage being 
static for several minutes as shown in the figure (4.2).
2. The camera was slightly moved on the skin to figure out the best position 
for observation of the vessels which can be identified easily from displayed 
images on the system screen.
3. The camera was fixed over the selected area by a stable holder.
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4. In the case of investigating the single image, the data was recorded for few 
seconds.
5. In the case of studying the information into the images over the time, the 
data was recorded for more than 10 minutes.
Figure 4.2: Human arm placed into a hand holder and imaged by a stabilized 
camera.
4.3 D a ta  R ecord ing and resu lts
In this chapter most of the results in the form of figures and tables on human 
skin will be presented. In the first section in this chapter, several images at 
different places on human arm will be displayed to evaluate what the best area 
that may provide the best quality of the images is. After that, the selected area 
for all future experimental images will be identified and then several videos of 
blood vessel motions will be created at speeds of 1 - 8 frames per second to 
detect with certainty the vessel oscillation in real time as a movie. At the same 
time, the changes of distinguished vessels will be presented by creating a montage
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for several of the sequence images, and then following these changes in size and 
position with time will be shown in this chapter to provide a proof about this 
investigation. In this chapter as well, the changing of the intensity with depth 
is going to be studied and the correction factor for recording image data will 
be investigated by following the same steps as for the phantom measurements. 
Then, to classify the method of the measurements on human skin, the comparison 
between the results which are obtained from human skin with the results that 
are found by measuring the phantom will be considered . After that, the contour 
will be applied to detect the distinguished vessel after applying the correction 
factor to the images. Subsequently, the area of the contour will be worked out 
as in previous steps that were made in the case of the phantom, and then their 
values plotted in a sequence as a function of a time series will be presented in this 
chapter. Next, a comparison between the range of the variations of vasomotion 
with the instrumental noise level will be made graphically and mathematically 
relying on different analysis techniques such as Fourier and wavelet transform. 
Finally, the three-dimensional images for the human skin layers will be presented 
to provide information about the structure of the skin layers and to find out the 
position of the vessels.
4.3.1 F irst hum an skin im ages
This experiment is very important as the first stage in all measurements to  dis­
cover the best area for seeing the vessels and then to unify of all future mea­
surements. At this point, to select the best area for visualizing clearly the blood 
vessels, one person was imaged at six different places on the arm by following 
the previous experimental steps at section (4.2), page 93. These places are: the 
back of the arm, forearm, finger, hand dorsum, nail and thumb. Relying on the 
fact tha t the blood has the property of highly absorbing a light, the vessels will 
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Figure 4.3: Different SROCT images of human skin with column intensity bars 
of the image pixels: it presents in order from the top the image of the back of the 
arm, the forearm, the finger, the hand dorsum, the nail and the thumb.
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The figure (4.3) displays several images from the same subject at different selected 
places. As can be seen from the figure, it is very hard to identify the vessels in 
the thumb, the nail, and the finger because they contain very small vessels and 
capillaries at a certain depth which it is hardly possible to see at the provided 
instrumental resolution. However, at the hand dorsum, the vessels under the skin 
were seen as black dots and lines into the images. By comparing all these three 
images, it can be conclude that detecting the cross section area of the vessels 
were not very obvious at the back of the arm and the hand dorsum compared to 
the images of the forearm sides. Therefore, the forearm was always selected as a 
reference point for comparing all involved measurement.
4.3 .2  R edu ction  o f in ten sity  w ith  depth
In this section, we studied the changing intensity of the images with every single 
pixel in mm depth which has been obtained from the human skin as a function of 
depth within several micrometers. To form the conclusion in this step, I started 
by imaging the forearm of eight subjects for 1 second using the same previous ex­
perimental steps. Then, the intensity values of similar window widths at selected 
horizontal depth were studying carefully. Theses horizontal lines wear selected 
based on there is no any interrupted images’ vessel into that depth. After that, 
the image was studied by plotting the pixel values for each selected horizontal 
line in the similar window width. This investigation was made by following the 
same routine that made in section (3.4.3). page 64.
The figure (3.12) presents an intensity as a function of depth within a small width 
window at the middle of the image from one of created phantoms. It is clear from 
the figure th a t there is always a gradual reduction in intensity with depth due to 
the scattering of the light by the phantom. This scattering reduces the ability of 
providing information by the depth and makes it hard to see any thing deeper 
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fluctuation in intensity for the same image at same depth due to the different 
time of the scattering from different points at the same depth.
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Figure 4.4: Changing intensity by depth for small width: (a) human skin image 
by SROCT, and (b) the intensity of the specific width at different depths into 
the image
The figure (4.4) presents one of the results from measured subjects. As can be 
seen, the intensities values are analyzed at different depths in the same image.
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This particular study indicates tha t there is a clear fluctuation in intensity at the 
same depth; also, there is a gradual reduction in intensity by the depth for the 
same window image which is similar to the oscillation tha t has been identified 
by the phantom images in section (3.4.3), page 66. All these variations are due 
to the different values of scattering light from components under skin. The table
(4.1) explains the range of these changes in the intensity values at several depths 
from the surface of the skin for 8 subjects and it presents the reduction of these 
values as the depth increases from the surface.
The depth The range of the intensity values of 8 different participants (minimum->maximum)
(mm) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0 248—>195 240^200 241—>185 239—>195 240—>201 248-^195 242—>191 253->198
0.01 225—>171 221—>170 222—>169 224-^174 223—>176 225—>171 230—>176 220—>169
0.04 220—>158 226—>158 220—>158 220->150 220^158 215-^158 220—>158 220—>158
0.08 202—>162 208—>160 202^162 202-^159 202^162 198->162 202—>162 202—>162
0.12 200—>153 200—>154 201—>153 202—>150 203^153 200—>153 208—>153 205—>153
0.16 224—>128 229—>129 221—>127 224—>130 224—>120 224—>123 224—>124 224—>123
0.20 167—>102 168—>102 167—>99 161—>102 167—>101 169—>99 167—>100 164—>102
0.24 146—>89 147—>89 146—>89 146—>89 146—>89 146—>89 146—>89 146—>89
0.28 82—>33 80—>36 86—>39 82—>37 81—>35 82—>37 84—>33 82^35
Table 4.1: The fluctuation of the intensity at the same depth and its reduction 
with depth for 8 human subjects
The conclusion from these findings is that the intensity of skin images has unstable 
values for ever single pixel and these values are decreased on going down from 
the surface of the skin due to scattering properties of the light. These results 
provide a similar determination to what has been identified from the case of the 
phantom. For tha t reason, we attem pted to proceed as in the earlier analysis 
by the phantom and which started by identifying the correction factor of the
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intensity for images. This step will bring as far as possible a consistency on all 
forthcoming analysis and confidence to judge any comparison between the images 
from the human skin and from the phantom.
4.3 .3  C alculating th e  correction factor
In this part, we studied the changing of intensity of the images by human skin at 
every single pixel within several micrometers depth to define the factor tha t will 
unify the intensity of images with the depth. By following the same steps that 
are made for the phantom to calculate the correction factor in section (3.4.4), 
page 68, the human skin will be tested. We started this point by analyzing the 
eight obtained images in previous section. Then, the intensity values and their 
changes on going deep from the surface for every case were studied by plotting 
the intensity value for a single column pixel as a function of its depth. After 
that, the slopes of the reduction lines were calculated for each subject and then 
comparison presented in the table (4.2).
Figure (4.5) shows the curve of changing the intensity values for the same pixel 
point by going deep from the surface for eight different subjects. It is clear that 
the intensity is generally decreased by going away from the surface in depth.
The table (4.2) shows the range of these slopes. They are graduated between 
1.54 and 2.02 for intensity per pixel in depth. The standard deviation (std) in 
this case was 0.14 intensity per pixel and the mean value of these slopes is 1.78 
which is nearly similar to what has been found out from previous experiments on 
the phantom.
This result leads to the same conclusion as previously, which is tha t there is no 
generally accurate number for the correction factor tha t can be confirmed as a
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The avarage slopes is 1.78 Intensity \  Pixels
0.08 0.24 0.32
Depth from the surface (mm)
Figure 4.5: The reduction of the intensity by depth for 8 different participants









The mean (intensity \  pixel)
The standard deviation (intensity \  pixel)
1.78
0.14
Table 4.2: The calculated slopes at the same width window position for 8 different 
participants with presented values of the mean and standard deviation of the 
slopes
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standard in all future measurements. As the intensity is unstable with the depth 
for all the images th a t have been tested by using this routine, comparing any 
single points at the same image with different depth will not provide an accurate 
results. Therefore, we attem pted to identify the factor tha t will steady the inten­
sity by the depth for every single experiment. This step is an essential for making 
any studying between different depths with any certainty. Therefore, this factor 
will be calculated at every single subject as the equation (3.1) presented in the 
previous chapter.
In summary, eight participants were measured and their images were analyzed 
with the aim to calculate the correction factor of the intensity by depth. The 
conclusion tha t can be drawn in this case is similar to tha t obtained from the 
phantom, which is the variation in value of the slopes can not be determined 
generally as standard in all future measurement. Therefore, we endeavor to define 
this factor for every subject at every measurement by calculating its value from 
the general equation obtained.
4 .3 .4  M ontage sequence im ages
Montage image is a technique that is performed on selected images by cutting 
and joining a number of sequence images. The composite figure presents multiple 
image frames as a rectangular figure to allow any small differences between the 
selected images to be visualized. At this point, wre recorded several images in a 
time sequence for one participant over 10 minutes by following all explained ex­
periment steps. Subsequently, the same window of the obtained images is cropped 
where the vessel is supposed to be located to visualize closely the vessel. Then, 
to detect the function of the vessel, a montage of sequence images in a time series 
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(a)
0.1 mm 8 fps
Figure 4.6: Detecting a small vessel from a sequence of recording images: (a) 
selected a vessel area from the human skin image, (b) a montage of sequence 
recorded images during 8 seconds.
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The figure (4.6) presents the same window for several images in a sequence of 
8 frames per second (8 fps) (the speed of da ta  recording per second) by using 
SROCT. Every window has an area of 0.1 mm x 0.05 mm which displays closely 
the detected vessel under skin. The low intensity color in this figure represents 
the vessel area as the light is highly absorbed by the blood inside the vessel and 
the high intensity color display the skin with different components which highly 
scatter the light.
In short, the montage technique was applied to the sequence images from recorded 
data  on human skin. The results showrs clearly in the form of a figure the changing 
shape of the vessel due to vasomotion.
4.3 .5  C ontour o f vessel
As detecting the oscillation of vessels under human skin is the main aim of this 
research, defining the contour of vessels is an essential function which guides us 
to achieve the main goal. First of all, a series of images in chronological sequence 
for human skin was recorded by using SROCT technique. From all recorded mea­
surements. the finding shows that the smallest diameter of visualized vessel that 
can be imaged in sequence for fifteen minutes is around 28 /im. From indication 
by several researchers, the diameters of the capillaries are between 7.5 fim to 25 
gm [73]; therefore, the oscillation of all vessels detected in this study are abso­
lutely not for capillaries and it is likely to be for the venules or arterioles.
By following the same procedure for defining the contour as in the chapter on the 
phantom, the correction factor has been calculated for selected images. Then, 
the determined value is applied to all recorded images before they are cropped 
in equal size of 0.1 mm x 0.05 mm around the vessel location. After that, the 
contour function is applied to all cropped images using the calculations steps that 
was explained in section (3.4.5) by using MatLab Image processing toolbox. At
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the final stage, a sequence of plotted contours from skin’s recorded images are 
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Figure 4.7: (a) The image of small vessel, (b) The contour of the vessel for a 
sequence 5 seconds recorded images
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In the figure (4.7), the supposed vessel is displayed in a small window image area 
which is about 0.1 mm x 0.05 mm. In addition, in the same figure, the contour 
of the same window area in sequence images is shown as five rows, which present 
the time of recording in seconds, and eight columns, which represent the number 
of the frame that is set-up in one second. From this figure, the function of the 
vessel can be studied by figuring out the chronological changes of the size and 
the shape of the vessel.
Over all, it should be easily possible to judge in this part the functions of the 
selected vessel by studying changes of defined contours as a time series.
4 .3 .6  V asom otion under skin
At this stage, we look to define the vasomotion under skin by imaging six healthy 
participants for 15 minutes by following the same steps described in section (4,2), 
page 93. A movie was produced for collecting data  by using the MatLab image 
processing toolbox. At this stage, the fluctuation of the blood vessels was vi­
sualized clearly for the first time in various created movies as was described in 
Appendix A-9.
A- D ata  P rocessing
From all 6 data, the sequence images were cropped where the vessel oscil­
lation has been seen. Then, the area of contours of the selected vessel are 
calculated by using all previous data analysis at section (3.4.5.1), page 75. 
Next, the obtained area in mm2 for recorded images is plotted sequentially 
as a function of time series.
To be precise about all obtained results, the area of two vessels for one of 
the subject were plotted together as a function of time. At the same time, 
the Root Mean Square (R.M.S.) of the oscillation of the two vessels and 
for the vessels from the six participants were calculated. This numerical
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quantity represents a measure of the area of the defined vessel. Moreover, 
the standard deviation (std) of this oscillation is calculated as well to present 
the level of the vessel variations.
B- R e su lts
(d)
Time(sec)
Figure 4.8: Comparing the oscillation of two selected vessels over time for the 
same subject: (a) the image of human skin by using SROCT with selected two 
different vessels, (b) the contour of the two selected vessels, and (c) the oscillation 
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The figure (4.8) (a) displays the image by SROCT of one of the subjects. 
The (4.8) (b) presents the contours of two different selected vessels. Then 
the last part of the figure shows the plots of cross section area of the two ves­
sel as a function of time. This figure shows clearly the waving of the value 
for the selected vessel area. By studying defined information in details, the 
values of R.M.S. (mm2), std (mm2) and fluctuation (%) were calculated for 
the both vessels. It can be conclude from table (4.3) tha t both different 
vessels in terms of their locations under skin and their cross sectional area 
provide a nearly similar oscillation for the same subject.
Subject R.M.S. std Fluctuation
(mm2) (mm2) %
Vessel 1 1.09 E-3 2.34 E-4 21.4%
Vessel 2 1.36 E-3 2.65 E-4 20.5%
Table 4.3: Comparing the oscillation of two vessels over time for the same subject
Subject R.M.S. std Fluctuation
(mm2) (mm2) %
Participant 1 1.36E-3 2.78E-4 20.5%
Participant 2 1.58E-3 3.44E-4 21.8%
Participant 3 0.95E-3 2.09E-4 22.1%
Participant 4 1.12E-3 2.37E-4 23.7%
Participant 5 1.42E-3 2.81E-4 19.8%
Participant 6 0.89E-3 1.84E-4 20.7%
Table 4.4: Comparing the oscillation of 6 different participants
The vessels oscillations for the six subjects were similarly investigated and 
the results of one selected vessel for each case were presented in the table 
(4.4). It can be conclude tha t the oscillation of different subjects is slightly 
different which could be due to the different locations of the vessels under
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skin or the diffident cross sectional areas of study.
4.3 .6 .1  C o m p a rin g  th e  vessel o sc illa tio n  w ith  th e  noise level
Distinguishing the real oscillation of the vessel from the fluctuation of the in­
strum ental noise is an im portant step to be certain about the reality of vessel 
oscillation. Therefore, finding out the relation between the defined vessel oscilla­
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Figure 4.9: The fluctuation of the area of fishing-line into the phantom (red line) 
with the area of real vessel under human skin (blue line) at the same depth
1- D a ta  P ro c ess in g
As a consequence, the two similar previous measured areas of phantom in 
the section (3.4.6.1), page 83 and vessel in the section (4.3.6), page 107 were 
investigated in this particular case. The both selected cases were at almost 
same depth position which is at around 0.1 mm. By plotting the fluctuation 
of both areas as a function of time in the same figure, the difference of the 
range in both fluctuation can undoubtedly be recognized.
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2- R esu lts
From figure (4.9), it can be seen without doubt th a t the range of the oscil­
lation of a selected vessel is more than the fluctuation of a mimicked vessel, 
which provides a clear indication of the reality of the observed vasomotion.
W ith attention to particulars, the following table shows a comparison be­
tween the two subjects th a t has been presented in the figure in terms of 
















Table 4.5: Comparing the fluctuation of the area of fishing-line into the phantom 
with the area of vessel under human skin
According to the table (4.2), it can be concluded that:
• The root mean square (R.M.S.) and the mean value of the both fluctu­
ations is almost the same which builds a confidence for any comparison 
between any calculated values for both the human skin vessel and the 
phantom with the fishing-line.
• The range of the oscillation of the vessel is nine times as large as the 
range of the fluctuation of the phantom.
• The standard deviation (std) of the vessel fluctuation is about ten 
times as large as that calculated for the phantom.
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• The percentage of oscillation by the vessel is ten times more than the 
percentage of fluctuation by the phantom.
From all previous comparison points, the oscillation of the vessel has evidently 
been discovered by graphical and mathematical comparisons between the fluctua­
tion in similar areas of simulated vessel in phantom and in the blood vessel at the 
same depth. Beyond any doubt, it can be concluded th a t the defined variations 
from human subjects are related to the vasomotion under skin.
4.3 .7  Fourier Transform  for experim ental data
As has been known that some of the signals are not periodic and could be random 
fluctuation, the need to define a technique to find the frequency content of an 
arbitrary function is motivated. According to this point, the Fourier transform 
technique has been used to detect oscillatory components in the measured signals 
in this chapter.
The Fourier transform is a mathematical operation th a t maps a time series into 
the series of frequencies. It disintegrates a function into its constituent frequency 
components and defines a relationship between a signal in the time domain and 
its representation in the frequency domain by decomposing any complex valued 
signal in a unique way of viewing as the sum of simple different frequencies, 
which are in time signals[77]. If the signal is complicated but periodic, it will be 
represented as the sum of several fundamental frequencies; otherwise, the output 
function will be as a noise signal see. The description of this function is at 
Appendix A-10-1.
4.3 .7 .1  Fourier transform  for hum an data
In this work, an attem pt was made to visualize the dynamics of the motion of 
blood vessels, based as several researchers have indicated, on the highly complex 
oscillatory patterns tha t have been seen in cardiovascular system (CVS) time
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series. The oscillatory patterns of CVS comes from several different vascular 
and neurophysiological processes at different levels and on time scales of minutes 
manifest in six different oscillatory components [78]. The figure (4.10) shows the 
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Figure 4.10: The frequency ranges of the main components of the cardiovascular 
oscillations [79]
As can be seen from the figure, there are six fundamental periodic constituents 
in cardiovascular system time series.
The characteristic frequencies of the oscillatory components are in the interval
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between 0.0095 Hz and 2.0 Hz. The cardiac and respiratory oscillations have 
frequencies of between 1 and 0.2 Hz. Moreover, the low-frequency oscillations 
around 0.145 - 0.0095 Hz are involved in the intrinsic myogenic activity of vascular 
smooth muscle, the neurogenic activity of the vessel wall, and the mechanisms of 
vascular endothelial function. Furthermore, nitric oxide and endothelium-derived 
factors are hypothesized to be involved in the frequencies between 0.0095 and 
0.021 Hz [80]. Relying on all these finding, we applied the Fourier transform to 
our collected data  to define if there is any frequency related to the oscillators 
of cardiovascular dynamics. Also, we aim to determine the instrumental noise 
frequencies and distinguish them from the real vessel oscillation.
A - D ata  P rocessing
During this research, six participating subjects are measured semi-supine 
for fifteen minutes. An attem pt was made to ensure resting conditions of 
the subject and lack any physical movement. The data  were recorded by 
following the same described experimental steps in the section (4.2), page 
93. Then, we started analyzing data  by using MatLab images processing 
toolbox. First, the trend was removed from the signal by subtracting the 
mean value of calculated areas from the time series signal to eliminate any 
external movement during collecting data. After that, the continuous signal 
was reconstructed from the original data by using the precise frequency of 
recording data, which is 8 Hz, to dismiss any frequency noises. Finally, the 
Fourier transform function is applied to the computed area of all vessels as 
a function of time as described in details in Appendix A-10-2.
B- R esu lts
The figure (4.11) shows Fourier transforms obtained from time series of 
cross sectional area obtained for six subjects. According to these figures 
and relying on comparison of spectral components in normal physiology, it 
can be noticed from all of these plots that there are between four to six 
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Figure 4.11: The main frequency components (red marks) of the vessel oscillation 
of six subjects by using Fourier transform.
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can summarize this result as:
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• In the first plot, it can be noticed th a t there are six peaks of frequency 
components. The first two peaks, which are 0.014 Hz and 0.016 HZ, lie 
into the range of NO-related endothelial frequencies. The next three 
peaks are 0.025 Hz, 0.032 HZ and 0.046 HZ, which is corresponding 
to the neurogenic activity. The last peak is at 0.052 HZ, which lies at 
the edge between neurogenic and myogenic activities.
• The second plot shows six peaks of oscillatory components as well. 
The first peak is 0.014 which is related to the frequency range of NO- 
related endothelial frequencies. The next three peaks are 0.028 Hz, 
0.032 HZ and 0.046 HZ. The last two peaks are at 0.062 HZ and 0.088 
Hz, which likely where the myogenic activity was demonstrated.
•  The third figure presents four main peaks. The first one locates at 
0.016 Hz which refers to NO-related endothelial frequencies. The two 
peaks after are 0.027 Hz and 0.037 HZ, which are probably related to 
the neurogenic activity. The final peak is at 0.052 HZ which might be 
associated with myogenic activities.
• The next plot shows six frequencies components. For NO-related en­
dothelial frequencies, there is one peak, which is 0.014 Hz. In addition, 
for neurogenic activities there are two peaks, which are 0.027 Hz and 
0.048 Hz. The last three peaks are 0.062 Hz, 0.08 HZ and 0.11 HZ, 
which are corresponding to the myogenic activities.
• From the figure after, it can be noticed that there are four peaks of 
frequencies components. It started with NO-related endothelial at 
0.017 HZ. Then, followed by the neurogenic activity at 0.031 HZ and 
0.04 HZ. The last peak is related to myogenic activities which is found 
at 0.053 HZ.
• At the last plot, the results shows that there are six main frequency
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components. The first one is at 0.016 HZ, which lies into the range of 
NO related Endothelial oscillations. The next two peaks are 0.026 Hz 
and 0.036 Hz, which refer to the neurogenic activity. The last three 
peaks are a t 0.052 HZ, 0.08 Hz and 0.106 Hz, which represents the 
myogenic activities.
From the above points, we can draw the conclusion tha t the oscillations 
th a t have been observed and computed from human skin subjects are for 
blood vessels oscillations and in the range of NO related endothelial, myo­
genic and neurogenic activities as identified previously using laser doppler 
flowmetry. First, all defined peaks th a t were related to myogenic activity 
have been previously observed in blood flow signals, and also in the Heart 
Rate Vibration (HRV) signals [81]. Moreover, it has been hypothesized to be 
associated with blood-pressure regulation, which continually cause changes 
in intro-vascular pressure from the smooth-muscle cells in the vessel walls 
and is related to the rhythmic regulation of vessel resistance to the blood 
flow initiated by concentrations of metabolic substances in the blood as well 
[82]. Second, the peaks related to the neurogenic activity have been found 
in blood-pressure and also in HRV signals by several authors . It has been 
demonstrated from previous research on human data that this peak was 
dramatically reduced after denervating, local and ganglionic nerve blockade 
and after sympathectomy. The final obtained activity refers to NO-related 
endothelial frequencies, which is related to endothelial functions in vessels 
and which is the main cause of the vasomotion [83].
4.3 .7 .2  Fourier transform  for phantom  data
To make an unambiguous conclusion about this point, the Fourier transform 
was established on phantom data as well to detect all frequency components 
and to compare the characterized values with the defined mathematics of 
oscillators of cardiovascular dynamics.
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A- D a ta  P ro cess in g
The collected data  from the phantom of one fishing-lines in the section
(3.4.6.1), page 79 was used in this particular study. The Fourier trans­
form was applied to the fluctuation area of the fishing-line by using 
the same steps in the last section. This obtained results was displayed 
in the figure (4.12)




Figure 4.12: (a)Spectral amplitude of the fluctuations of the contour of the phan­
tom obtained by Fourier transform, (b) re-scaled spectral amplitude of the phan­
tom to be similar to the scale of the spectral amplitude of vessel oscillation in 
figure (4.11)
It can be seen from the figure (4.12) tha t decomposed frequencies from
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phantom data  are so random and unstructured tha t no clear frequen­
cies can be detected in the plot. As all computed frequencies are 
absolutely coming from stable phantom  data, any defined peaks will 
be clearly due to the instrumental noise variations. In addition, the 
spectral amplitude of Fourier transform is around a hundred times less 
than the defined amplitude for human skin data. So in the same fig­
ure, the spectral amplitude on the y-axis is re-scaled to be similar to 
the spectral amplitude for human skin. This conversion shows clear 
and substantial evidence tha t the resolved frequencies of vibration by 
phantom approach zero amplitude in comparison with the resolved 
frequencies of fluctuation by vessels.
As has been said, the Fourier transform has been applied to the fluctuations 
of human vessels and phantom to determine if there are any constituent 
frequencies in the time series obtained from quantifying the cross section 
area over time. The finding shows that there are three spectral components 
in human skin blood vessel oscillations. These frequencies are related to 
the myogenic activity, the neurogenic activity and rhythmic endothelial 
activity. At the same time, the same analysis is applied to the phantom 
data. The results indicated clearly tha t the instrumental contribution is 
very low compared with the spectral amplitude of blood vessel oscillation 
frequencies.
4.3 .8  W avelet transform  for experim ental data
The FFT  constitutes the basic method of frequency analysis, but it has short­
comings when applied to the analysis of finite or non-stationary data. Firstly, 
the FFT  cannot follow a time-varying frequency. If the signal has a time-varying 
frequency, the corresponding frequency peak is broadened. Furthermore, it is 
dependent on the window length and detects the low frequencies which demands 
a wide window. To improve the frequency resolution and to reduce a global effect
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of any sudden change, the more suitable technique for signals with time-variable 
frequencies is introduced which is a wavelet transform.
Wavelet analysis is a time-frequency m ethod which allows a signal to be viewed 
in multiple resolutions. It is a function tha t helps to find the detailed frequencies 
of a continuous signal by extending it over a wide frequency scale and varied their 
periods in time. This function is effective for noise reduction, and for detecting 
the faults in machinery, or in sensor measurements such as biomedical signals. 
Usually one can assign a frequency range to each scale component, which by 
then can be studied with a resolution tha t matches its scale. Wavelet transforms 
have advantages over traditional Fourier transforms for representing functions 
th a t have discontinuities and sharp peaks, and for accurately de-constructing 
and reconstructing finite, non-periodic and/or non-stationary signals [84]. From 
defined results in the part of analyzing the data by using the Fourier transform, 
it can be noticed th a t there are sharp peaks in the frequency domain and they 
are spread over a wide frequency interval. To overcome this problem and to 
achieve a good time resolution for both the high frequencies and low frequencies 
in the data  collected, the continuous wavelet transform was used. This transform 
gives the possibility to have logarithmic frequency resolution, which crucial for 
the detection of low-frequency components. The wavelet transform function was 
introduced in details in Appendix A-11-1.
4.3 .8 .1  W avelet transform  for hum an data
1- D ata  P rocessing
At this stage, to achieve the purpose of analysis and before applying the 
wavelet transform, fifteen minutes of recording data was selected as a con­
stant time to reduce any noise frequency coming from slight movements 
and to evaluate all low frequencies related to the vessel function. In this 
part, the previous six data at section (3.4.6), page 106 were selected. Before
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applying t he wavelet transforms a reasonable frequency scale was chosen 
according to the frequency intervals. A scale between 0.0095 Hz and 2 Hz 
is fixed to include the highest frequency of the cardiac oscillations at 2 Hz 
and the lowest frequency of No related endothelial at 0.0095 Hz. Moreover, 
the high frequency of recording signal was filtered by using average filter of 
data. In addition, the transform was not calculated for the first and last 
100 second. Moreover, the influence of boundaries was reduced by dismiss­
ing the first and the last points from the transform function. Finally, the 
wavelet transform was applied to the vasomotion processed signals in order 
to capture the time variability of the fundamental oscillation frequencies 
within these measurements [85] [Appendix A-11-2].
2- R esu lts
From the three dimensional displayed plots in the figure (4.13), the ab­
solute value of the wavelet transform as a function of frequency and time 
are presented for six sets of human data. For clearer presentation, the x- 
axis was marked at the boundary of the cardiovascular oscillation bands in 
the logarithmic scale which are [0.0095, 0.021, 0.052, 0.145, 0.6, 1], whereas 
time is plotted on a linear scale to figure out easily any related frequency. 
It can be clearly delimited from all defined plots in the figure th a t three 
bands of constituent frequency components in vascular oscillation can be 
recognized in all measured subjects:
•  First, all have characteristic frequency peaks within the interval 0.01 
Hz to 0.02 Hz are related to rhythmic endothelial activity.
•  Next all have defined peaks around (0.021 - 0.052) Hz. These have 
previously been associated with neurogenic activity which regulates 



















Figure 4.13: The wavelet energy amplitude of vasomotion for 6 different subjects
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•  The last remarkable frequencies is from the frequencies intervals around 
0.1 Hz and which is related to myogenic activity of the vascular smooth 
cells in the vessels which respond continually to changes in intravas- 
cular pressure.
4.3 .8 .2  W avelet transform  for phantom  data
In this part, two different phantoms with immersed fishing-line were created as 
explained in section (4.2), page 43. The first on was imaged by exactly the same 
experimental steps tha t described in section (4.3), page 46. The second one was 
placed on human arm before recording the data  to mimic the natural movements 
of human body.
A- D a ta  P rocessing
The wavelet transform function was applied on the both cases of phantom 
data  using the same parameter that was applied on data  for vessels to 
compare similarly all characteristic measures of the dynamics in phantom 
case.
B- R esu lts
The figures (4.14) and (4.15) display the wavelet transform of the two dif­
ferent phantoms data. It can be easily noticed th a t there are several peaks 
in different locations tha t could be defined in phantom cases which are re­
lated to the instrumental noise level. In addition, it is clearly seen tha t the 
energy of the spectrum is always less than tha t identified for vasomotion 
signal.
By following the same previous routine in section (4.3.7.2), the wavelet 
transform scale was converted to the same scale of wavelet transform, that 
is defined for vessels. The finding shows clearly th a t the power of wavelet 
transform of the phantom is twenty five times less than the power of trans­
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Frequency (Hz)
Figure 4.14: The wavelet energy amplitude of the stable phantom
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 4.15: The wavelet energy amplitude of unstable phantom
that the power of spectrum of phantom goes to zero comparing to power 
defined for vessels. From this comparison and limitation step, it can be said 
that there is clear and substantial evidence that the power of all previous
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peaks from human data are for cardiovascular oscillations and not from any 
other noise source.
1 o Time (min)
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 4.16: The wavelet energy of the phantom converted to the same scale of 
the wavelet energy data of vasomotion
In summary, in order to assess the oscillations of the data  tha t are collected by 
SROCT to visualize the blood vessel movement, six time-frequencies were im­
plemented and studied carefully by using wavelet transformation of the periodic 
oscillations. In addition, to remove any noise possibility from final consideration, 
the wavelet transform of the phantom was studied as well and the possibility of 
any effects from the natural body movement was eliminated. By logical analysis, 
the results described show that the frequency components from the phantom go 
to zero in comparison with what was determined by vessels. Furthermore, it can 
be noted clearly from all human subjects tha t there are three noticeable groups 
of constituent frequency components in vascular oscillations. These frequencies 
could be related to the myogenic activity, neurogenic activity and rhythmic en­
dothelial activity.
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4.3.9 T h re e  d im en sio n a l im ages
Figure 4.17: The experimental set-up of SROCT to create the 3D images.
The purpose of the three dimensional images (3D) is to enhance the performance 
of clinician in assessing anatomical information such as the orientation of blood 
vessels, cross-sectional area, and volume of disease. In addition, these kinds of 
images help to provide a good aspect of vision for the subject to help understand 
in detail skin layers and their locations. Moreover, it assists in understanding the 
necessity of stabilizing the hand and the camera during all measurements and 
provides a clear explanation about, the variation of the vessel from one image to 
another in the same place which is due to the change of the cross sectional area, 
by using this system. In this research we demonstrated the potential of SROCT 
for noninvasive imaging of living skin simultaneously by scanning rapidly two 
dimensional (2D) sequences images. At the same time, an automatic mechanical 
technique was used for moving the camera, on the skin as has been described in 
the section (3.4.7). The data was recorded in a speed of 8 frames per second 
and every single window has a width of 2 mm. All defined images provide clear 
information under human skin at a depth of 0.3 mm.
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The figure (4.17) presents the developed system th a t has been used to collect the 
data  to reconstruct the 3D image for human skin and which will help to provide 
more information about any layers under skin.
In this section, we will present the results of 3D imaging of vessels under hu­
man skin non-invasively, using Spectral Radar Optical Coherence Tomography 
(SROCT) development technique. Moreover, a clear 3D gray picture of vessel 
under skin is seen by using image J computer program on the set of sequence 2D 
collected images. The figure (4.18) displays the 3D result on human skin and it 
can be noticed tha t the blood vessels can be easily outlined by this technique.
In other words, a visualization for some features lying under human skin in three 
dimensions has been achieved by using a development technique of SROCT which 
helps in understanding all underlying vessels in the real image. This technique 
does not result in a large error because the vessels are running parallel to the skin 
and a 3D object is projected in to 2D and analyzed as described in the previous 
section.
4 .4  C on clu sion
On the whole, visualizing the blood vessels inside the skin layers and detecting 
their oscillations in vivo is the main goal of this research. In this chapter, the hu­
man skin was imaged by using SROCT system and the results in the form of the 
figures and tables were presented to provide a certain mathematical and graphical 
conclusion about any experimental measurements at every section in this chapter.
• At first stage, several images at different places on human arm are created 
by using SROCT system. Then, the forearm was selected to be the place of
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.18: (a) and (b) Human skin images in three dimensions from different 
cross sections
all measurements as it was the best area that shows the clear vessels under 
skin.
• Subsequently, the intensity of skin images has been studied and the finding 
shows that it has unstable values for every single pixel and these values are 
decreased on going deep from the surface of the skin due to scattering prop­
erties of the light. Moreover, the correction factor of the images in the case 
of human skin was calculated for several subjects and it can be concluded 
that, similarly to the phantom case, there is no general correction value 
that may be applied to all calculations. Therefore, the general correction 
equation is applied on all collected data before starting any mathematical
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calculation.
•  Next, the montage imaging function was introduced and applied to one of 
the sequence images of a vessel. As a result, the oscillation of the vessel 
with the time is visualized by following the changing of the shape and the 
size of the image.
•  After that, a movie was created for a series of images and the function of 
vessels was observed in time.
• Afterwards, the contour was made to detect the vessel and to approximate 
its area by following the same steps tha t had been utilized in the case of 
the phantom.
•  Furthermore, the fluctuations of the cross sectional area of the vessel was 
carefully studied. In addition, the equivalent cases of phantom and vessel 
are compared graphically and mathematically in terms of the fluctuation of 
the area and it can be reasoned out definitely th a t the defined variations 
from human subjects are related to the vasomotion under skin.
•  Simultaneously, the Fourier transform has been used on the fluctuations of 
the data by the vessel and the phantom to define if there are any constituent 
frequencies in defined fluctuations. The determination displays th a t there 
are three spectral components in vessels oscillations. These frequencies are 
related to the myogenic activity, the neurogenic activity and rhythmic en­
dothelial activity. At the same time, this function is set on the fluctuation of 
the phantom data  as well and the results determined tha t the instrumental 
noise is too low compared with the values for blood vessels frequencies.
•  In a supplementary study, by using wavelet transformation of the periodic 
oscillations of vessels for 6 human subjects, it can be absolutely determined 
tha t there are three noticeable groups of constituent frequency components 
in vascular oscillations which were exactly the same as was figured out by
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Fourier transform. These frequencies represent the myogenic activity, the 
neurogenic activity and the rhythmic endothelial activity. In addition, to 
remove any noise possibility from final consideration, the wavelet trans­
form of phantom was studied with a count of the natural body movement. 
By logical analysis, the defined shows tha t the frequency components by 
phantom  approach zero in comparison with those defined by vessels.
•  Eventually, SROCT technique was developed to allow the imaging of three 
dimensional (3D) pictures of human skin which will provide clear evidence 
for all underlying vessels in the real image.
In simple terms, the images of human skin by using the SROCT technique were 
studied carefully in detail and the main aim of this work, which is visualizing 
the vasomotion in real time by using OCT system was reached. To best to our 
knowledge, there is no similar study for blood vessels oscillation as a function in 
real time. Also, no similar results of visualizing blood vessels variation have been 
reported till now.
Chapter 5 
Effect of tem perature on  
vasom otion
5.1 In trod u ction
Skin is the main controller to regulate the thermodynamics of the human system 
and it is strongly affected by external tem perature. As the core body tem perature 
needs to be maintained for normal physiological activities, body tem perature is 
regulated through a balance of heat absorption, production and loss. When the 
external tem perature is increased, blood vessels in the skin dilate and heat is lost 
through their walls [86]. Sweat is also produced, which evaporates and lowers 
tem perature. If a human is too cold, the blood vessels constrict, conserving heat. 
In fact, there are different mechanisms involved in the response to local temper­
ature changes [87]. For example: endothelial and smooth muscle cells respond to 
tem perature changes in order to produce an appropriate redistribution of vascu­
lar resistance. Moreover, venous basal tone may respond to tem perature increase 
with constrictions to help regulate the systemic blood flow [88].
From the accounts of several early reporters, the fluctuations of skin blood flow 
during tem perature provocation have been studied [89], [90], [91]. It was identified
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th a t local heating causes an increase in skin blood flow by activating sensory axon 
reflex and metabolic nitric oxide controls. Moreover, it has been observed during 
the heating, th a t on increasing the skin tem perature there is shown an increase 
in spectral energy associated with vasodilation where myogenic mechanisms play 
a key role. The mechanism responsible for this indirect vasodilation remains 
unclear. It was hypothesized that the remote skin area will have enhanced syn­
chronization of blood flow oscillations, thus inducing a vasodilatory response [92],
Measures tha t will enable the correct interpretation of the tissue thermal and vas­
cular response to heating are very essential for users of hyperthermia equipment 
and for researchers in various related studies. Exploring rhythmical fluctuations 
in cross sectional area of blood vessel time series during increased local heating is 
the main motivation beyond the scope of this section. A detailed characterization 
of the dynamic vessels with the tem perature profiles within the skin was made by 
using a locally developed method, which relies on combining the SROCT imaging 
technique with the Peltier-based Melcor Thermoelectric Temperature Controller 
system (Temperature controller, MTTC-1410. Melcor, Trenton, NJ). The partic­
ular combination was made to measure and control an external heating temper­
ature at the same time as measuring and visualizing the vasomotion of human 
skin. This part of the research aims to help understanding the mechanisms of 
vasomotion in response to tem perature change and to define the oscillatory na­
ture of vessels during changes in skin temperature. In addition, this work might 
find particular application in skin thermal lesions research, that is, research on 
the influence of physical and chemical factors on skin microcirculation [93].
5.2 M eth o d o lo g y  and exp er im en ta l set-u p
This study focuses on the effect of increasing the local skin tem perature on blood 
vessel oscillations. Because of the complexity of understanding the cardiovascular
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oscillations and their relations to any tem perature changes at the same time, we 
have followed some previous investigators, who have carried out an interpretation 
of the vascular contribution in blood flow amount to heat transfer in surround­
ing tissues by using Peltier-based Melcor Thermoelectric Temperature Controller 
system (MTTC) for heating skin [94]. We used a modification of the commer­
cially available system which had been modified by the Department of Physics, 
University of Lancaster to enable local heating of the skin and recording of skin 
physiology. Furthermore, in order to capture the time variability of the basic 
oscillation frequency of the area of the vessel, the data was recorded for some 
subjects and then characterized both m athematically and graphically.
5.2.1 A  m odel o f M elcor T herm oelectric  T em perature Con­
troller (M T T C ) w ith  SR O C T
At this part of the methodology, I will introduce first the Melcor Thermoelec­
tric Temperature Controller (MTTC) and then I will describe the new developed 
system that has been used in this part of the work. In general, the M TTC is 
a precision instrument which provides accurate tem perature control of the ther­
moelectric device. The fundamental core of the system parts are shown in figure 
(5.1). It can be seen tha t the system comes mainly standard with two main parts: 
a base unit and a tem perature- controlled metal plate.
The un it’s LED front control panel can be used to adjust the setpoint of current 
temperature.
1- The base unit has a dimension of 15 cmx 12.5 cm x 26 cm and an approximate 
weight of 4.5 Kg. It can be seen that this part has a LED (Light Emitting Diode) 
front control panel to view the current tem perature of the metal plate, which is 
used to attach to the subject. In addition, it contains a four button user interface 
to adjust the set point temperature.
2- The temperature-controlled metal plate is made from solid state heat pumps
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Figure 5.1: Melcor Thermoelectric Temperature Controller, MTTC-1410, Melcor, 
Trenton, NJ
that allows the heating transfer from one side to another. It contains a fan which 
is mounted directly on the metal plate to provide forced air convection to the in­
ternal heating system. Both the metal plate and fan have a suitable wTeight to be 
placed directly on the human arm without affecting the regular microcirculation 
of the human body.
In this particular work, M TTC technique is utilized for heating the skin for a 
controlled time because it has several properties which are im portant for our 
work. The main characteristics and features of this device are [94]:
1. A non-invasive monitoring of skin temperature.
2. A quickly controlled tem perature between 0° C and 100° C.
3. A high accuracy with fast response.
4. Reduced space, size and weight on skin.
5. Virtually no electrical noise.
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6. Reliable operation with no sound.
For all of these suitable features th a t help in performing the specific research 
goal. M TTC heating instrument was modified for an earlier study with the help 
of the electronic workshop in the Physics Department at Lancaster University. 
This was achieved by designing a new tem perature- controlled metal plate with a 
small aperture in the center to fit the camera of SROCT. This joining of SROCT 
imaging technique with M TTC helps to visualize the blood vessel oscillations at 
the same time as heating the skin and at the exact specific area. The figure (5.2) 
displays the newly designed method that is used in this work.
Camera o f 
SROCT
Metal plate 
o f T T C \
Human aim
Figure 5.2: A diagram of human forearm measured by combining SROCT and 
MTTC, both supported together by a stable stand holder
5.2.2 D a ta  reco rd in g
All tests were performed on human forearms at the laboratory of the Physics 
department. Three healthy subjects were recruited into the study. They each 
stabilize their arms on a comfortable holder and sit in a pleasant ventilated room 
at 20 ±  1.0 °C. Skin tem perature was topically perturbed by attachment of the 
metal plate of the developed heating system, which was placed on the forearm.
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The plate surface of M TTC activated control of the tem perature in the area of 
measurement and the LED screen of M TTC enabled display of the tem perature 
of the plate surface. At the same time, the camera of SROCT adjusted to ensure 
cross sectional view of the blood vessels.
A preliminary measurement of 2 minutes prior to the main measurement was 
made with the tem perature controlled plate and image recording by SROCT at a 
natural tem perature. Then, the tem perature of the plate was gradually increased 
to 40 ±  1.0 and the recording was continued for 9 minutes. After that, the 
tem perature was switched off to reduce the tem perature to the original one and 
continually the data was recorded for the last 3 minutes. In this experiment, the 
tem perature values were chosen to be similar to previous research, which looked 
for the relation between the changing tem perature and the oscillation of blood 
flow [95]. In addition, the time of recording was selected as the maximum for 
recording image data  is 15 minutes. Therefore, the time w7as divided with a few 
minutes before and after the main 10 minutes time of recording data  during the 
heating of the skin.
5.2.3 D ata  pre-processing
The skin tem perature and the time series of the area of blood vessels was ana­
lyzed by following generally previous papers in this m atter [96], [97]. First, the 
time series of the data  collected was de-trended by subtraction of a moving av­
erage over 250 seconds to remove the trend and any variability below 0.004 Hz. 
Next, every signal was subdivided at the point of tem perature perturbation into 
three parts. In the three parts, the image and the time series of vessel oscil­
lation were presented before, during and after heating. After that, the wavelet 
transform analysis was used to study blood vessel periodic fluctuations caused by 
local heating of an area of skin and to determine the change of the band of the 
frequencies of the basic cardiovascular oscillations within the change of the tern-
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perature during the experiment. In this particular study, the minimum frequency 
resolution was selected as 1 over the recording frequency = 1 /8 =  0.125 Hz. The 
maximum frequency resolution can be defines as 1 over the recording frequency 
multiply by the length of recording data  in seconds= 1/8 x 900= 112.5 Hz. In 
addition, before applying the function, a reasonable frequency scale was selected 
according to the frequency intervals which are between 0.0095 Hz and 2.0 Hz. 
Furthermore, the x- axis marked the boundary of cardiovascular oscillations on a 
logarithmic scale, whereas the time is plotted on a linear scale to discover easily 
any related frequencies.
5.3 R esu lts
The area of blood vessel response during local heating on the area of skin heating 
has been studied by using M TTC heating system. As skin heating stimulates 
vasodilation of blood vessels, it increases average blood flow. Therefore, different 
mechanisms are involved in the response to local heating of the area of skin which 
may affect all frequency intervals in cardiovascular oscillations. These responses 
may inform global thermoregulatory activity coordinated by the sympathetic ner­
vous system rather than any local reaction.
In this part, three representative examples of blood vessel oscillations during in­
creasing the skin tem perature are presented in the figures (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5). 
These three figures show at the first line the image of human skin and the selected 
area of this particular study. The next line of the figures display the signals of the 
blood vessel oscillations divided at the point of tem perature perturbation and the 
time series before, during and after tem perature changing. After that, the three 
different images of the vessels are presented to show the vessel in each condition 
period. All figures are accompanied by 2D and 3D wavelet transforms of defined 
signals in the three separate periods of heating.
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According to the figures, the increasing of the cross sectional area of the vessel 
and its oscillation have been particulary observed during tem perature changing in 
both images and signals. These results are due to the rise of the vessel vibration 
when the skin was heated to 40°C from a regular tem perature during the 10 min­
utes of heating. After this increase the fluctuations start slowly to reduce after 
moving the heating effect from the skin in the next three minute recorded time 
as the vessel tries to go back to normal activity after moving the external effect. 
In addition, the variability of area of the vessel is dramatically increased in each 
subject, which may be caused by the increasing of average blood flow and that 
is because of an increase in skin tem perature. These changes enlarge the vessel 
average radius, hence increasing the relative contribution of all other oscillatory 
processes. Furthermore, relying on the results of the wavelet transform, we found 
an increase in the proportion of signal energy in all the frequencies related to 
all cardiovascular oscillations. In detail, we may notice from the figures th a t the 
increasing of frequencies are varied from person to person. In particular, as the 
radius of the vessel and the vasomotion are increased, all related dynamics will 
be affected from this change. As has been demonstrated from the figures, the en­
ergy of the intrinsic myogenic activity of vascular smooth muscle, the neurogenic 
activity of the vessel wall, and the mechanisms of vascular endothelial function 
are all markedly increased after heating the skin.
Subsequently, all the information from those figures has been studied carefully 
by applying the statistical analysis in each condition period on every set of data 
collected from the three participants. The table (5.1) explains clearly the results 
in this section by displaying the mathematical values between all tested subjects 
in terms of R.M.S (mm2), mean (mm2), the standard deviation (std) (mm2) and 
the percentage of oscillation in each tem perature duration.
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Figure 5.3: The effect of heating on vasomotion for subject 1: (a) the OCT image 
of human skin, (b) the oscillation of the area of vessel while the heating is applied 
after 2 min and is moved after 12 min from the beginning of the recording, (c) 
the images of the vessel before, during and after heating, and (d), (e) the wavelet 
energy in 2D and 3D where the brightest colour defines highest wavelet energy
















Figure 5.4: The effect of heating on vasomotion for subject 2: (a) the OCT image 
of human skin, (b) the oscillation of the area of vessel while the heating is applied 
after 2 min and is moved after 12 min from the beginning of the recording, (c) 
the images of the vessel before, during and after heating, and (d), (e) the wavelet 
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Figure 5.5: The effect of heating on vasomotion for subject 3: (a) the OCT image 
of human skin, (b) the oscillation of the area of vessel while the heating is applied 
after 2 min and is moved after 12 min from the beginning of the recording, (c) 
the images of the vessel before, during and after heating, and (d), (e) the wavelet 
energy in 2D and 3D where the brightest colour defines highest wavelet energy
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Table 5.1: The effect of the heating on the oscillations of the vessel cross sectional 
area
According to the presented table, it can be generally stated that:
•  The area of the vessel is increased about ~ 4  times during the heating for 
10 minutes and then step reduced as has been noticed in 3 minutes after 
heating. This range of increase is comparable to tha t found by previous 
researchers, who determined that the blood flow increased about five times 
during heating the skin to 40°C [95].
•  The std of the vessel, which refers to the oscillation of the vessel, is raised by 
~10 times during the heating and then dramatically declined after heating.
•  The percentage of the vessel oscillation is markedly increased around ~2.5 
times during the heating and dropped to ~1.5 times after heating.
These indications can be simplified in two tables to present the changing of the 
each of these values during and after heating. The symbols |  and J, in the tables 
refer to the increasing and decreasing in values.










T 4 times 
t  3.9 times 
t  3.7 times
t  10.3 times 
t  11.1 times 
t  9.1 times
t  2.58 times 
|  2.8 times 
t  2.45 times
Table 5.2: The changing of the blood vessels cross sectional area, its standard 











f 1.59 times 
i  1.43 times 
|  1.67times
f 2.14 times 
i  2.6 times 
I 2.3 times
X 1-3 times 
I 1.8 times 
X 1-4 times
Table 5.3: The changing of the cross sectional area, its std and the oscillations 
within 3 minute of removing the heat source compared to the values obtained 
during heating
The results in the last two tables indicate tha t there are no fixed numbers of 
increasing and decreasing in each value during and after heating and these values 
vary from one person to another. However, there are general conclusions, which 
can be drawn, which are that there is an obvious increase in all of the areas of the 
vessels, the standard deviation and the percentage of the oscillation during the 
heating. In addition, there are noticeable decreases in all these functions after 
removing the heating effect from the skin.
Consequently, from displayed results in figures (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5), and relying 
on the studying of the wavelet transform for each period in all the subjects, it 
can be seen that the spectral amplitudes of the wavelet transform are enlarged 
in the proportion in all the frequency intervals to cardiovascular oscillations. In
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detail, the endothelial function is increased and a dram atic rise occurred in the 
neurogenic activity followed by increasing myogenic activity and marked fluctu­
ation in the oscillations with frequencies related to the respiration and cardiac 
activities after heating. At the same time, we may notice the decrease in energy 
of the wavelet transform three minutes after the end of heating in all the fre­
quency intervals with the dynamics of the cardiovascular oscillations. All these 
observations are presented in table (5.4) to clarify the changes after applying the 
heating and after removing it.






t  ~  25 times 
t  ~  70 times 
|  ~  30 times 
t  ~  100 times
|  ~  1.3 times 
f ~  2.5 times 
f ~  3 times 






t  ~  13 times 
30 times 
t  ~  30 times 
t  30 times
I ~  1.1 times 
I ~  5 times 
i  ~  3 times 






t  ~  12 times 
50 times 
|  ~  30 times 
t  ~  100 times
|  ~  1.3 times 
f 2.8 times 
X 3.2 times 
X ~  1.4 times
Table 5.4: The changing of the values during heating compared to 3 minutes after 
removing the heat source
The results in table (5.4) show the range of the changes of the energy of the 
wavelet transform in some of the cardiovascular oscillations during and after heat­
ing and it can be concluded tha t all these oscillations are increased during the 
heating and then start to reduce after heating and their values are different from
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one subject to another.
Over all, the oscillation of blood vessel responses during and after skin heating 
have been studied by using the M TTC heating method. The figures and the 
tables provided a clear conclusion about the changing of different mechanism of 
the responses to heating skin. In general, there is an obvious increase in the area 
of vessel and all related statistical functions as well, such as std and percentage 
of oscillations after heating, and then slow reduction of its values after heating. 
Also, there is a clear increase in the energy spectral amplitude of the wavelet 
transform in related cardiovascular activities during heating and decrease in its 
values after heating.
5.4  C on clu sion
In simple terms, we have used a Thermoelectric Temperature Controller (MTTC) 
metal plate in conjunction with Spectral Radar Optical Coherence Tomography 
(SROCT) to investigate dynamical aspects of vasomotion, in response to tempera­
ture change. We have used previous image analysis steps to define the fluctuation 
of data  collected such as: R.M.S, the standard deviation std and the percentage 
of oscillation in each tem perature duration. Moreover, we applied wavelet trans­
form function to study the changes in the oscillatory components of blood vessel 
areas due to local heating of the skin. Wc conclude from analytical figures and 
statistical tables that the mechanisms of vasomotion, in response to tem perature 
increase, is to gradually increase the area of the vessel and its fluctuation, thus 
increasing markedly the relative contributions of all the other cardiovascular os­
cillation components. At the same time, these increases start dramatically to 
drop down after removing the heating effect from the skin. These changes appear 
to different a little from one person to another further data are required.
Chapter 6
Sum m ary o f th e  results and  
future work
6.1 S um m ary o f th e  resu lts
On the whole, as non-invasive imaging techniques become the normal for study­
ing many major diseases, some of these current techniques have been generally 
reviewed to select the most suitable technique to achieve the aims of this the­
sis, which are visualizing and studying the diameter oscillation of the smallest 
vessels in real time under human skin. The comparison between several imag­
ing techniques was widely made, and it led to the conclusion that SROCT is the 
most suitable non-invasive system for visualizing vasomotion under human skin in 
real time, and which will guide this work to achieve the main goal of this research.
In the first part of this research, tissue-mimicking phantoms of human skin were 
studied to evaluate the SROCT system and to provide the right way of the mea­
surements and the steps for analyzing any future data  on human skin. The clear 
results for experimental measurement on the phantom was presented in the form 
of the figures and tables and the summary of the conclusion of this results are:
•  Firstly, the accuracy of SROCT measurement was evaluated and the finding
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showed clearly that all measurements by using SROCT images and data 
analysis by MatLab image processing toolbox provide high precision.
• Subsequently, the results indicate tha t the intensity of images steadily de­
creased with depth, which guided us to calculate a correction factor for 
the images to normalize all pixels in intensity and verify any mathematical 
function applying to different depths.
• Meanwhile, the intensity changes of the image with depth was studied to 
identify the correction factor of the images. However, the results indicated 
tha t there is no general correction number and it is varied from subject to 
another. For th a t reason, we attem pted to define the correction factor to 
each created image for each experiment before starting any calculation.
•  Next, the contour function was studied carefully before it was applied on 
the simulated vessel. After that, the area of the contour was calculated by 
converting the corrected intensity images to the binary images and then 
summing all zeros pixels into a cropped image.
•  Furthermore, investigation of the SROCT noise level was defined by using 
different subjects to trace the fluctuation level of the instrument. These dif­
ferent subjects were fishing-line in stable phantom, several different fishing- 
lines in the phantom  at different depths, and several bubbles in the phan­
tom. The findings show clearly that there are normally fluctuations in the 
stable phantom, and tha t the difference in percentage of the instrumental 
noise level depends on the cross sectional area, depth and stability of the 
subject.
• Finally, several three-dimensional images for the phantom layers were ob­
tained providing a clear visualization of any features inside the subject.
After studying all data related to the phantom, the human skin was studied by 
using SROCT system. To the best of our knowledge, there is no similar study for
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cross sectional area of blood vessel oscillations as a function in real time. Also, no 
similar results of visualizing blood vessels variation have been reported till now. 
In general, the results tha t were obtained in this part of the study are:
•  Formerly, several images at different places 011 the human arm were created 
by using SROCT system. Then, the forearm was selected to be the place 
for all measurements as it was the best area th a t shows the vessels clearly 
under the skin.
•  Subsequently, the intensity of skin images have been studied and the finding 
shows tha t there are unstable values for every single pixel and these values 
are decreased on going deeper from the surface of the skin due to scattering 
properties of the light.
• Moreover, the correction factor of the images in the case of human skin was 
calculated for several subjects and it was concluded that, similarly to the 
phantom case, there is no general correction value tha t may be applied to 
all calculations; therefore, the general correction equation is applied on all 
collected data  before starting any mathematical calculation.
•  Next, the oscillation of vessel with the time was visualized by introducing 
the montage function and applying it to one of the sequences of images of 
a vessel to follow the change of the shape and the size of the image.
•  After that, a movie wras created for a series of images and the function of 
vessels was clearly observed in time.
•  Afterwards, the contour was made to detect the vessel and to approximate 
its area by following the same steps th a t had been utilized in the case of 
phantom.
•  Furthermore, the oscillation of the area of the vessel was carefully studied. 
In addition, the equivalent cases of phantom and vessel were compared 
graphically and quantitatively in terms of the fluctuation of the area and it
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was reasoned out definitely tha t the defined variations from human subjects 
are related to the vasomotion under skin.
• Simultaneously, the Fourier transform has been used on the time series of 
the cross sectional area of the vessel and the phantom  to investigate whether 
there are any characteristic frequencies. The analysis reveals tha t there are 
three spectral components in vessels oscillations which are the myogenic 
activity, the neurogenic activity and rhythmic endothelial activity as de­
scribed previously in human skin using Laser Doppler Flowmetry (LDF) 
for example.
• At the same time, the Fourier transform was also used to analyze the fluctu­
ations in the cross sectional area of the phantoms and the results determined 
th a t the instrumental noise is low compared with the values for blood vessels 
frequencies.
•  In a supplementary study, by using wavelet transformation of the time series 
of the cross sectional area of vessels for 6 human subjects, it can be reliably 
determined tha t there are three noticeable groups of constituent frequency 
components in vascular oscillations which were exactly the same as were 
obtained by Fourier transform.
• In addition, to remove the possibility that the characteristics frequencies 
obtained could be due to noise, the phantom was imaged when placed on 
human arm, to allow the influence of body movement to be taken into 
account. However, the frequency components obtained in this case approach 
zero and are negligible compared to those obtained for vessels.
• Eventually, the SROCT technique was developed to allow the creation of 
three-dimensional (3D) pictures of human skin which provide clear evidence 
tha t under laying vessels can be seen in the image.
In the final part of the study, we have used a Thermoelectric Temperature Con­
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troller (MTTC) metal plate in conjunction with Spectral Radar Optical Coher­
ence tomography (SROCT) to investigate dynamical aspects of vasomotion, in 
response to tem perature change. The figures and the tables provided the fol­
lowing conclusion about the changing of some of the mechanisms in response to 
heating skin.
• Firstly, the increase of the area of the vessel during heating and the subse­
quent reduction in the area after heating was visualized in real time.
•  Next, from calculated plotted figures, the findings show that, the range of 
the area oscillation were increased during the heating, and then decreased 
after removing the heating effect from the skin.
•  In addition, it can be seen from the figures, tha t there is a clear increase in 
the energy spectral amplitude of the wavelet transform in all investigated 
frequency bands related to previously explained cardiovascular activities 
during heating, and a decrease after heating.
•  Finally, from the statistical tables, the mechanisms of vasomotion increase 
gradually in response to tem perature, thus increasing markedly the relative 
contributions of other cardiovascular oscillation components. At the same 
time, these increases start to dramatically drop down after moving the 
heating effect from the skin. However, all these changes differ from one 
subject to another.
6.2 Further work
These results show that Spectral Radar Optical Coherence Tomography (SROCT) 
is a viable technique for visualizing the blood vessel oscillation in real time and 
for obtaining information about this rhythmic variation in vascular diameter and 
cross sectional area.
As has been said before there have been no similar results obtained previously
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to those presented in this study. Therefore, one should try  to achieve the largest 
sample size possible for more accurate statistics and confident results. In addition, 
I suggest th a t the subjects are broken down into subgroups (i.agent, gender, 
treated with curare, which relaxes the skeletal muscles or not) to draw a precise 
conclusion about each specific group. More physiological measurements would 
be useful for further study in this field. It is recommended th a t any future 
study should consider including the following: a standardized arm and continuous 
measurement. Furthermore, it could be useful repeating the measurement several 
times for the same subject to assess the reproducibility of skin microvascular 
activity.
As with any investigation some compromise must be reached between what is 
desired and what can be practically achieved. Other techniques of analysis could 
be also useful to investigate a harmonic relationship of these biological oscillators. 
It would also be possible to use Laser Doppler Flowmetry (LDF), which measures 
the blood flow velocity, combined with OCT images within same area to study 
the relation between the blood flow oscillation and the vasomotion for the same 
subjects and at the same time.
It would also be valuable to find a way to extend the time of recording the data 
to reach 30 minutes, which will help provide more precise information about the 
low frequency oscillations. In detail, this extension of time will open another area 
tha t could be explored, which is using different external effects on human skin 
and study carefully the data during a suitable period of time before and after the 
effect. There are several suggestions of external effects on human skin tha t could 
be used to study their affects on vasomotion such as: cooling the skin, external 
pressure, and effect of iontophoretically delivered vasoactive substances, such as: 
acetylcholine and sodium nitroprusside.
A ppendix A: M at Lab Im ages 
P rocessing too lbox
MatLab is an interactive environment which includes a high-level programming 
language tha t can be used for computationally intensive tasks. In particular, 
this language is designed for fast numerical m atrix calculations. The basic data 
structure in M atLab is the array, an ordered set of real or complex elements. In 
case of images, the data  is stored as two-dimensional arrays, where each element 
of the array or m atrix corresponds to a single pixel in the displayed image. For 
example, an image composed of 500 rows and 512 columns of different colored 
dots would be stored as a 500-by-512 matrix. This convention makes working 
with images in MatLab similar to working with any other type of m atrix data 
making the full computational ability of MatLab available for image processing 
applications.
The Image Processing Toolbox provides a comprehensive set of standard algo­
rithms and graphical tools for image processing, analysis, visualization, and algo­
rithm  development. The core package comes with several functions th a t can be 
used to load, save, and perform custom functions on images. Moreover, it allows 
several manipulations such as [98]:
• Exploring an image, examining regions of pixels.
• Direct visualization of images in MatLab window.
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• Detecting and measurement of features, analysis of shapes and textures.
•  Filtering and fast convolution.
•  Adjustment of the contrast, and the color balance.
•  creation of contours.
•  Tools to create and Play movies, 
and many others.
However, it is often necessary to perform more complicated operations on images 
to achieve the main goal. Therefore, in this work some functions were added 
together to reach the aim of the research. In the next sections, I will introduce 
in details all of the functions tha t were applied in my analysis of the data.
A -l:  D isp lay  an im age
To display the image in the MatLab window:
1. An image from a graphics file is read by using the imread command: 
I=imread('image name.image format');
This image I  can be logical or a nonsparse numeric array of any class and 
dimension.
2. The filter F  of the multidimensional array I with the multidimensional fil­
ter H  is applied to clear the output of image before displaying the image: 
H = ones(5, 5)/25;
F= im filter(/, H );
Each element of the output F  is computed using double-precision floating 
point. If /  is an integer or logical array, then output elements th a t ex­
ceed the range of the integer type are truncated, and fractional values are 
rounded.
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3. An interactive crop image tool associated with the image displayed in the 
current figure is used to specify the area of interest:
C=im crop(F , [xmin ymin width height]);
This function crops the image /  in a four element position vector [xmin 
ymin width height] that specifies the size and position of the crop 
rectangle.
4. Before displaying the image, the input of the coordinator image is set by 
identifying the two real parameters. 'Udata' and 'Vdata' specify the spatial 
location of the output image C in the 2-D output space X  — Y . The 
two elements of 'Udata' give the ^-coordinates (horizontal) of the first and 
last columns of C, respectively. The two elements of 'Vdata! give the y- 
coordinates (vertical) of the first and last rows of C, respectively:
Udata= [xmin xmax]; Vdata= [ymin ymax];
5. Finally, to display the image, we use imshow command. However, to define 
the output image properties (the color, the font (size, name), the dimen­
sions, the title, the labels and the axis), we add the image function to this 
command:
imshow(C);
image(C, 'XD ata', Udata, 'YData ' , Vdata), colormap(copper); 
set(gca, 'FontName', '...', 'fontsize', ...); 
xlabel('rara', 'FontName', 'fontsize', ...); 
ylabel('mm', 'FontName', '...', 'fontsize', ...); 
title('write the title of the image');
A -2: M easure th e  d istan ce
For measuring the distance between two pixels (two points):
1. Display an image in the Image Tool by using imtool command. 
imtooKfimage name.image format')  or imtool(I)
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2. Use the Distance tool from the Image Tool toolbar or the Tools menu. The 
Distance tool displays the Euclidean distance between any two selected 
endpoints of the line in a label superimposed over the line. The distance in 
data  units is determined in pixels.
3. Alternatively, open a figure window using imshow and then call imdistline. 
The Distance tool appears as a horizontal line, which can be easily reposi­
tioned or resized to display over any measured subject on the image.
4. The units of the distance can be easily converted from pixels to mm  as the 
size of displayed image is 2mm  x 1.2mm, or 500 pixel x 512 pixel. So, the 
X  distance and the Y  distance in mm  are:
X(m m)  =  (X(pixels)  x 2mm) /500 
Y(mm)  =  (Y(pixels)  x 1.2mm)/512
A-3: D efine th e  in ten sity  by depth:
To define the intensity or the pixel value of cross-sections along line segments, 
the im,profile function is applied to compute the intensity values in an image. 
In more details, the intensity value for each point can be found by using the 
following command:
P  =  improf i le(I : x, y)
P  displays the intensity values among specific width window and at certain se­
lected depth, x and y are the length vectors specifying the spatial coordinates of 
the endpoints of the line segments.
x =  [xmin xmax]; this is the width of the window th a t we are looking for the 
intensity values into it.
y =  [y 1 i/i]; y l  is the particular depth tha t is being studied.
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A-4: P lo t  several in ten sity  changes by depth:
To plot several intensity changes by depth, the same previous steps are applied 
to several images to create several arrays. However, there is a small change in 
the range of x, which will be for just at one single point between xmin  and xmax.
Then, all arrays can be easily plotted in the same figure by using this command: 
P lo t ( x l , y l , ...);
this function plots all lines defined by the xn , yn pairs,
where xn is the depth of any selected pixel point from the surface of the image
and in this case x l  =  x2 =  ...,
yn  is the intensity values for n number of subjects.
A-5: A p p ly  th e  correction  factor to  th e  im age
To apply the calculated correction factor to the image and then generated the 
modified image, these steps have been followed:
1. Open a new array, which has the same dimensions as the m atrix of the 
image.
J  =  zeros(x1y); In a general case and before cropping the image, the x=  
500 (number of columns) and y=512 (number of rows).
2. Write the loop function th a t works on all elements of the m atrix to correct 
the intensity values:
for n =  1 : x 
for m =  1 : y
J(n , m) =  /(n , m) +  (n — 1) x slope;
end
end
where n is the number of the columns in x coordinate, and m is the number
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of the rows in y coordinate.
3. Convert the obtained m atrix from double array to image style; the following 
command is used in this case:
J 1 =  uintS(round(J  — 1));
4. Adjust and increase the contrast of the output image by using this function: 
M - im adjust(Jl, stretchlim,(Jl), []);
5. Use imshow(M) to display the corrected intensity images.
A-6: D efine th e  contour fu n ction
To create a contour plot of image data, the imcontour command is used. This 
command draws a contour plot of the image / , automatically setting up the axes 
so their orientation and aspect ratio match the image. The values of the contour 
are chosen automatically based on the mean value of the minimum and the max­
imum values of the m atrix elements for the image I. This process can be easily 
understood by defining the pixel values of the cross sectional image, which can 
be specified by using improfile(I)  command. The mean values of the intensity 
can then be mathematically identified.
In this research, the command of imcontour (I ,n ) is used to draw the contour 
plot of selected image I with n contour level. W here n is the number of equally 
spaced contour levels in the plot, and is fixed as n = l  in this work.
A-7: C alcu la te  th e  area o f  th e  contour
To calculate the area of the contour, the number of the pixels inside the contour 
should be counted. As this step is difficult to calculate, several steps have been 
applied.
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1. Convert the grayscale cropped and corrected of intensity image M  to a 
binary image. The output image B W  replaces all pixels in the input image 
with luminance greater than level or equal to 1 (white) and replaces all 
other pixels with the value 0 (black). This conversion is applied to the 
image by using B W  — im2bw(M ) command.
2. Apply the contour function to the binary image BW. 
imcontour{BW , 1)
3. Now, the area of the contour can be easily calculated by counting all the 
zeros pixel in the image Area . vessel=  sum (~ BW ).
This area is presented roughly, and might not match exactly with the area 
of the contour in the real image because different patterns of pixels are 
weighted differently.
4. As the calculated area is in pixels, a conversion is applied to obtain the area 
in mm2 as has been explained before.
In this research. I used several commands as a first step to introduce all sequence 
images in the folder, and to locate all these images under the same file, and then 
to  count all the images in the located file.
dirOutput =  dir ('*.bmp')] 
f ileN am es  =  dirOutput.name; 
num, Frames =  nu,m.el(f ileNam.es):
Afterwards, a new array is containing the same number of elements as the number 
of images and is opened and following loop commands are applied to all frame 
images in the file from 1 (the first image) to the last image (which has the same 
number of the images in the file) by using all previous explained steps:
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Area . vessel =  zeros(numberof images, 1); 
fo r  p =  1 : numFrames
I  =  im read(f ile Names {p})]
II — ones(5, 5)/25;
F =  im fi l te r  ( I , H)\
C  =  imcrop(F, xmin ymin x — width y — height])]
J =  zeros(x — width, y — height)] 
fo r  n =  1 : x — width] 
fo r  m =  1 : y — height]
J(n, m) =  C(n, m) +  (n — 1) x slope]
end
end
J 1 =  uintS(round(J — 1));
M  =  im adjustfJl, stretchlim(Jl), []);
B W I  =  im2bw(M)]
Vessel =  imcrop(BW l, [The size o f  the rectanagule around the selected vessel])
Area . vessel(p) =  sum (sum (~  Vessel))]
end
The final step is to  plot the area of the contours in time by using plot(Area . 
vesselfp)) command.
A -8: M on tage im ages
To view multiple frames in a multiframe array at one time, the montage function 
is used. The command montage(filename,paraml,valuel,param2,value2,...)  
displays all the image frames, arranging them into a rectangular grid. This view 
depends on the values of the optional param eter/value pairs. There are three 
main parameters in the montage function, which are: DisplayRange, size, and
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indices. Each parameter can be functioned as follow:
1- DisplayRange controls the display range of each image in a grayscale sequence 
by the vector [low high] intensity.
2- Indices is a numeric array specifying which frames to display in the montage 
[from any selected frame: another one], where (:) means (to) in the MatLab 
commands.
3- Size is specifying the number of rows and number of columns in the montage 
[rows columns].
For example in my work the details of montage function th a t I used is: 
m ontage(fileNam.es,’S ize \  [88],'’indices,, [1 : 64],’ Display Range\  []); 
axisnormal; colormap^hsv’)]
A-9: C reate  a m ovie
To create a movie from a sequence recorded images by using M atLab images pro­
cessing, the following steps is followed:
1. Create an avi file object, giving it the name specified in filename by using 
the command [mov =  avifile (filenam e )].
2. Select a parameter of the compression of the movie [mov • compression =' 
None'].
3. Choose the speed of playing recorded movie, which in this case I selected 
to be 8 as in the speed of recording the data [mov • fp s  =  8].
4. Then use the previous loop function to read all images in the folder and 
apply the same treatm ent apply the same treatm ent as before.
5. After that use the print, command to copy the displayed figure to the system 
clipboard in any selected format. In this work, JPG  format image is selected
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because it has a less size compared to others without the loss of the quality 
of the image.
6. Use the addfram  command to append the data in frame to the avi file 
identified by mov, which was created by a previous call to avi file.
7. Then apply delete command to delete the named file from the disk.
8. Close the mov after adding the last frame of printed image
In this research, the following commands are used together to create a movie:
dir Output =  dir ('* .bmp')] 
f ileN am es  =  dir Output.name] 
numFrames =  numel (file  Names)]
mov =  avi file('name o f  the movie.avi')] 
mov ■ compression =' None'] 
mov ■ fp s  =  1;
fo r  p =  1 : numFrames  
I =  im,read(fileNames{p})]
H =  ones(5, 5)/25;
F  =  im fil ter(I ,  H)]
C =  imcrop(F, xmin ymin width height])]
J  =  zeros(width, height)]
fo r  n =  1 : width
fo r  m  =  1 : height
J(n, m) =  C(n, m) +  (n — 1) x slope]
end
end
.71 =  uint8(round(J — 1));
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M  =  imadjust(J  1, stretchlim(Jl), []);
Udata= [xmin xmax\, Vdata= [ymin ymax}-, 
imshow(M);
image(M ,' X D ata ', Udata,' YData', Vdata), colormap(copper);
set(gca,' FontName ' , ' . . / /  f  outsize', ...);
xlabel('mm'! FontName',' . . / /  f  outsize ' , ...);
ylabel('mm',' F o n t N a m e ' , ' f  outsize ' , ...);
titled write the title')-,
p r i n t d j p e g ' , ['M'num2str(p)'.djpeg'])
mew =  addf rame(mov,imread([ M'num2str(p)' .djpeg']))-,
delete([ M'num2str(p)' .djpeg'})
end
mov =  close(mov);
A -10: Fourier transform
1- Introduction:
The Fourier transform is the technique tha t has been used to detect oscillatory 
components in the signals by using following equation [23]:
where g(u) is the original signal tha t can be reconstructed by using inverse Fourier 
transform,
From Plancherel’s theorem and Parseval’s theorem, the energy of the signal is 
equivalent to the total energy in the frequency domain and it can be defined as:
As the Fourier transform cannot deal with properties that are local in time, the 
short time Fourier transform (STFT) has been introduced to overcome with this
( i )
(2)
/ oo poo\d(f)\2df =  /  \g{u)\2du. (3)
oo J —oo
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problem. A window w(u) of fixed length is shifted along time t to obtain the local 
information around t. The original signal g{u) can be obtained from
/ OO oj(u -  t)g(u)e2mtdu. (4)
■OO
In this case, the original signal is reconstructed as:
-l poo poo
g{u) =  ,, 2 /  dt g(f, t)uj{u — t)e2midf. (5)
2 t t  II to || J _qo J —oo 
As has been identified from equation(3), the energy can be expressed as:
-1 poo poo
Etot =11 g ll2=  /  /  \g(f ,t) \2dfdt. (6)
|| uj2 || J J
where || u? ||=  \u{t)\2dt.
In this case, an uncertainty principle is used to emphasize the accuracy of local­
ization in time, and frequency resolution, which states:
A <A /  *  i -  cn
where A t and A /  are determined by:
I r°°^  =  \ u ( t ) \ \ t - t , ) 2d t ,  (8)
II ^  II J  —OO
1
A }  =  — - r  \ u ( f ) W f  -  S . f d f .  (9)
|| ^  II J  -  OO
and £*, /* are states as:
1 r°°
l* =  Ti— ii /  \u{t)\2tdt, (10)
II W || J _oo
1 r°°
/ .  = —  /  H f t j d j .  (ii)
II ^  || J —oo
This uncertainty principle states tha t a narrow window should be used to gain
good time resolution; however, this will provide a poor frequency resolution as
the detection of low frequencies requires a wide window. Therefore, the discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT) is used in this case because it reveals periodicity in input
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data  as well as the relative strengths of any periodic components. The (DFT) is 
an extremely useful function which can be applied to real signals as follows:
TV—1
G(h) = Y,9(jU)e-2^ k/N. (12)
3 =  0
j t s are the discrete points, where j=  0, 1,..., N-l.
N  is equal to [T( the length of the signal)/ t s (the length of the discrete window)]. 
k is equal to [/*, (the discrete frequency)*T], where k=  0, 1,..., N-l.
The frequency resolution in this case is determined by the length of the signal as 
A f =  1 /T  and the upper frequency limit is f max=  C /2-
2- M atL ab code to  calculate Fourier transform :
The M atLab commands th a t have been used to calculate Fourier transform are:
1. Create a new array sig by subtracting the mean value of the data  from the 
original signal to remove any trend from the plot.
sig =  Area ■ Vessel — mean(Area ■ Vessel).
2. Define the number of the images per second to sample the frequency of the 
continuous signal to make a time series consisting of a sequence of samples. 
sampling- freq =  8.
3. In order to apply Fourier transform to real signal, we suppose th a t the 
original signal has a finite window length and it is sampled at the discrete 
point of the data  with frequency resolution determined by the length of the 
signal.
/  =  sam pling-freq  * (0 : ((length(sig))/2 )) / (length(sig)).
4. Compute the two dimensional signal with a fast Fourier transform by writ­
ing f  ft2(sig)  command.
5. Calculate the power spectrum, which is a measurement of the power at var­
ious frequencies.
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P yy  =  Y.*conj(Y)/length(sig). Where conj(Y ) returns the complex con­
jugate of the elements of Y.
6. The final plot Fourier transform of the signal is applied by using plot com­
mand.
By using all previous steps of calculation, the following command has been used 
to present the results in the figure (4.11) and figure(4.12):
sig =  Area ■ Vessel — mean(Area • Vessel); 
sam pling-freq  =  8;
Y  =  f f t2 ( s ig );
P yy  =  Y* conj (Y)/length(sig);
f  =  sam pling-freq  * (0 : ((length(sig)) /2)) /  (length(sig));
plot(f, Pyy{ 1 : ((length(sig))/2) +  1))
set(gca/  x scale' /  log') ;
title(' Frequency content o f  signal')
xlabel('frequency (Hz)')
A - l l :  W avelet transform
1- In troduction
A wavelet is an oscillating function localized in time by an envelop of unite 
width. The transform is obtained by convolving the signal with the Morlet mother 
wavelet function to provide the frequency component information of a signal with 
time. This method is used for analyzing the signal because the inverse relation­
ship between the frequency and the scale, f  =  1/s  allows simple conversion to the 
frequency scale. In addition, it gives the optimal time resolution for low and high 
frequencies within previous uncertainty principle. This transform can be written
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as:
^(u) =  - |= e " n‘e " r .  (13)
V 71"
This is scaled (stretched and compressed) by some factor s and a center time t 
by following equation:
ips,t(u) = i 5 r 1/2 ^ ( -— -)• (14)s
In order to create wavelets that are applied in time to the original signal, The 
wavelet transform is introduced as a convolution of the wavelet and the time 
series:
/ OO $ Stt{u)g(u)du, (15)
■OO
where ^  represents the complex conjugate of L Hence, for every wavelet at each 
moment in time a coefficient is obtained, representing the strength of correlation 
between wavelet and the original signal. Thus a high coefficient for a small-scale 
wavelet at a given moment in time corresponds to the presence of a high frequency 
component at th a t time.
The total energy of the signal g(u) can be calculated as:
/ oo roc -j
/  — \g(s,t)\2dsdt. (16)
oo J — oo ^
where the constant C  is determined by the shape of the wavelet. Therefore,
C -'S'2 | 9(M) I2 (17)
can be interpreted as the energy density of the signal in the time scale plane [23].
2- M atL ab code to  calculate w avelet transform
In this research, several MatLab commands are used in order to find out the 
wavelet transform of the signal, and to obtain the time resolution for all of the 
frequencies band tha t have been presented in the figures (4.13), (4.14), (4.15), 
(4.16), (5.3), (5.4) and figure(5.5). In steps, the commands are:
1. Introduce the new array for the signal time series [t.-series =  sig].
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2. Sampling the frequency of the signal to the frequency which the data  was 
recorded at.
sam pling-freq =  8.
3. Use several parameters to control the wavelet function such as:
• Identify the value of sampling frequency. 
parameter s .sig-sampl- f  req =  sampling- freq.
•  Control the start of the signal by 0 value. 
param eters .s ig-t-s tart  =  0.
• Control the end time of the signal by the length of the signal divided 
by sampling the frequency.
param eters .s ig -t-f in  =  length(t-series)jparameter s . s ig sa m p l- fre q .
•  Set the minimum frequency as 0.125 (1/8) Hz and the maximum fre­
quency as 200 Hz.
parameters.scale-min  =  0.125; parameters.scale-max  =  112.5.
•  Set the incremental multiplier of the scale as 1.05. 
parameter s.sigma  =  1.05.
• Select the central frequency of the signal to be 1. 
central-frequency  =  1.
4. Then define the wavelet transform function by applying this command 
[wavelet- f f t ( t - s e r ie s ,  parameters)].
5. Finally plot the figure as axis of handle £zrae_l/60 instead of the current 
axis by using the mesh command.
figure, m esh(tim e-l/60 , f  r-1 , abs(w-transform(2 : end, 2 : end))); 
title('wavelettransform'); ylabel('Frequency(Hz)'). 
where u)-transform  =  w a ve le t- f  f t( t-series ,param eters),
tim e-1 =  W -t ra n s fo rm {  1,2 : end),
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scale-1 =  W -transform (2 : end, 1) 
and / r _ l  =  central- frequency. / scale-1.
A ppendix  B: C reate 3D im ages 
by using Im age J
Image J is a public domain Java image processing program, which can display, 
edit, analyze, process, save and print images. It can read many image formats 
including TIFF, GIF, JPEG , BMP, DICOM, FITS and raw. It supports stacks, 
a series of images th a t share a single window. Moreover, it allows several manip­
ulations such as [99]:
•  Calculate of the area and pixel value statistics of user-defined selections.
• Creation of density histograms and line profile plots.
•  Support for standard image processing functions such as contrast manipu­
lation, sharpening, smoothing, edge detection and median filtering.
• Allow some geometric transformations such as scaling, rotation and flips.
Images can be zoomed up to 32:1 and down to 1:32.
• Recoded a 3D images for a set of images.
•  Creation a movie for a set of images.
C reate 3D  im ages
In order to create a 3D view of a sequence of images recorded using image J:
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1. Open a file in the Image J program and then import image sequence in the 
stored folder, which should have a folder with sequential image files.
2. The images from the folder are now opened up within ImageJ as a stack of 
images.
3. To make a 3D view, select '3D' under Plugging tool section. This section 
counts the number of 3D objects in a stack and can display the volume, the 
interactive 3D surface, and stack 3D surface plot.
4. After selecting 3D viewer, the 3D image is created in a new window and the 
view of the cross section can be easily adjusted by selecting Edit from the 
new window and then choosing attributes to adjust the view to any specific 
point and within each coordinator.
A ppendix C: T he The area 
vibrations o f P hantom  and vessel
This DvD contains the same two movies of comparing the area vibrations of 
Phantom  with the vessel in different speeds. One of them is in 8 frames in second 
as the speed of recording the data and the another one is in speed of 1 frame per 
second to shows clearlv and slowlv the vibrations of theses areas.
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